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Aaron Crowe Wedding Photography
www.aaroncrowe.co.uk
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Autumn shows

2017

Sponsored by

Entertainment - lighting - decor
www.spjuk.com

www.paul-hubbard.co.uk

www.coojewellers.com

Essex
ORSETT HALL HOTEL
SUNDAY 3rd SEPTEMBER

Prince Charles Avenue, Orsett, Essex
RM16 3HS

CROWNE PLAZA COLCHESTER
FIVE LAKES
SUNDAY 3rd SEPTEMBER

Colchester Road, Tolleshunt Knights,
Essex CM9 8HX

COLVILLE HALl
SUNDAY 3rd SEPTEMBER

HOUCHINS
SUNDAY 17th SEPTEMBER
(12.00 pm to 4.00 pm)
Houchins Farm, Coggeshall,
Colchester, Essex CO6 1RT

HYLANDS HOUSe
SUNDAY 24th SEPTEMBER
Hylands Park, London Road,
Chelmsford, Essex CM2 8WQ

PONTLANDS PARK
SUNDAY 1st OCTOBER

Chelmsford Road, White Roding,
Essex CM6 1RQ

West Hanningfield Road,
Great Baddow, Chelmsford,
Essex CM2 8HR

CHELMSFORD CITY RACECOURSE
SATURDAY 9th & SUNDAY 10th
SEPTEMBER (11am to 3.30pm)

THE RAYLEIGH CLUB
SUNDAY 1st OCTOBER

Chelmsford City Racecourse,
Chelmsford, Essex CM3 1QP

Hullbridge Road, Hullbridge,
Essex SS6 9QS

Pre-register online to receive free entry and your copy of absolute bridal magazine
If you are a supplier and are interested in exhibiting please contact our office for
availability on 01245 895470

ALL SHOWS RUN FROM 11AM - 3.00 PM UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED
6
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Shows

Autumn shows

2017

Essex
STURMER HALL
SUNDAY 1st OCTOBER

Church Walk, Sturmer, Haverhill,
Essex CB9 7XD

ASHWELLS SPORTS &
COUNTRY CLUB
SUNDAY 22nd OCTOBER

THAT AMAZING PLACE
SUNDAY 8th OCTOBER
(12.00 pm to 4.00 pm)

GREENWOODS HOTEL & SPA
SUNDAY 29th OCTOBER

Hubbards Hall Drive, off
Churchgate Street, Old Harlow,
Essex CM17 0NH

VAULTY MANOR
SUNDAY 8th OCTOBER

Goldhanger Road, Heybridge,
Maldon, Essex CM9 8BQ

IVY HILL HOTEl
SUNDAY 8th OCTOBER

Writtle Road, Margaretting,
Chelmsford, Essex, CM4 0EH

Ashwells Road, Brentwood, Essex
CM15 9SE

Stock Road, Billericay, Essex,
CM4 9BE

bedfordshire
THE HOUSE, SHUTTLEWORTH
SUNDAY 15th OCTOBER
The House, Old Warden Park,
Biggleswade, Beds SG18 9EA

HUTTON HALL
SUNDAY 15th OCTOBER
Hutton Village, Brentwood
Essex CM13 1RX

THE REID ROOMS
SUNDAY 15th OCTOBER
Marks Hall Lane, Margaret
Roding, Chelmsford, Essex
CM6 1QT

CHANNELS GOLF CLUB
SUNDAY 22nd OCTOBER
Pratts Farm Lane East,
Little Waltham, Chelmsford,
Essex CM3 3PT
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Autumn shows

TUDOR PARK A MARRIOTT
HOTEL & COUNTRY CLUB
SUNDAY 29th OCTOBER

hertfordshire
HANBURY MANOR
SUNDAY 17th SEPTEMBER

Fashio

n show

2017

at 12pm

& 2pm

A Marriott Hotel & Country Club,
Ware, Herts
SG12 0SD

THE WATERMILL HOTEL
SUNDAY 1st OCTOBER

London Road, Bourne End,
Hemel Hempstead,
Herts HP1 2RJ

kent
LYMPNE CASTLE
SUNDAY 3rd SEPTEMBER
The St, Lympne,
Kent
CT21 4LQ

Ashford Road, Bearsted,
Kent, ME14 4NQ

norfolk
SPROWSTON MANOR
MARRIOTT HOTEL &
COUNTRY CLUB
SUNDAY 17th SEPTEMBER
Wroxham Road, Norwich,
Norfolk NR7 8RP

surrey
LINGFIELD PARK RACECOURSE
SUNDAY 24th SEPTEMBER
Lingfield, Surrey RH7 6PQ

ONE WARWICK PARK
SUNDAY 17th SEPTEMBER
1 Warwick Park,
Tunbridge Wells,
Kent TN2 5TA

THE HOP FARM
SUNDAY 8th OCTOBER

Maidstone Rd, Paddock Wood,
Tonbridge, Kent TN12 6PY

SALOMONS ESTATE
SUNDAY 15th OCTOBER

Salomons Estate, Broomhill Road,
Southborough, Tunbridge Wells,
Kent TN3 0TG
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For more information on these shows, please contact us:
T: 01245 895470 E: info@mainweddingsandevents.co.uk W: www.mainweddingsandevents.co.uk
Follow us on Twitter! @TheMainEventUK
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Like our Facebook page –
Main Event Weddings Shows Ltd
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News

From the Editor

S

ummer has finally arrived, and with it comes ‘wedding season’. Although nuptials are an allyear-round occasion, it does seem like there are more than normal clustered in our calendar at
this time. What’s not to love about an August or September big day? Sunshine, al fresco vows,
barbecues, garden games, quaffing champers on the terrace and picturesque photo shoots in the
venue grounds. I didn’t just make this fantasy up – you can make it your reality with the help of this
issue’s features. Not only that, you can read on for offers bridal beauty fixes, wedding-dress trends,
honeymoon advice and even meditation tips to help you deal with the stress of planning the perfect
day. Consider yourself well prepared for wedding season.
Wishing you all the very best,

Meet the team

Vanessa Challis

Anne x

Director - Absolute
Bridal & Main Event
Wedding Shows Ltd

editorial@mainweddingsandevents.co.uk
To keep up to date with all things wedding-related, connect with us on
and join us on
Facebook via the Main Event Wedding Shows page.

Twitter at @TheMainEvent,

Bluewater
buys

Bluewater Shopping Centre in
Dartford now proudly boasts
a personalised wedding list
service, allowing guests to give
an amount of their choice
towards the gift card. You can
then choose treats after the
big day from stores like John
Lewis, Monsoon and Coast, or
even use it to fund your dream
honeymoon from a variety of
travel agents including STA
Travel and Thomson.
For more information, visit
www.bluewater.co.uk

All goes to plan for Fleur de Lys Bridal
Saffron-Walden-based bridal boutique, Fleur de Lys Bridal is hoping that new technology will help brides
towards their big day, with the launch of their online wedding planner. The interactive feature, available
through the bridal store’s website, enables brides-to-be to plan, save ideas and have reminders on key
dates and tasks.
Additionally, visitors to the site can save any dresses and accessories they love to a virtual scrapbook and
find information on local suppliers. The new feature is something that has been planned for a long time,
says owner Rebecca Ruggieri. “We’ve had a print wedding planner for some time,” she explains. “We
wanted to develop something that was more interactive and available for brides to access anywhere. It’s
designed to help with everything from booking the venue and photography to those final dress fittings
and finishing touches. Organising a wedding is a huge responsibility and we hope our wedding planner will
make the process much easier.”
Fleur de Lys Bridal’s website also includes a new feature to enable brides-to-be to book appointments
online. “We realise that many people browse dresses and plan weddings outside of our opening
hours,” says Rebecca. “By
enabling them to browse
appointments and book
online, we hope it makes
the process a bit easier. Our
brides-to-be very rarely come
wedding dress shopping alone,
so the online booking tool will
help with coordinating busy
diaries too.”
For more details, go to
www.fleurdelysbridal.co.uk

Linda Grant

Director - Absolute
Bridal & Main Event
Wedding Shows Ltd

ANNE MCFARLANE
Editor

Lydia Adams
Office Manager
Advertising and
wedding show sales

Amina Chakir
Advertising and
wedding show sales

Tanaka Kadete
Advertising and
wedding show sales

Lena Chakir
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photography
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News
The future looks
Orangery for
Hayne House

Kate and Wills top the polls
The royal wedding between Kate Middleton and Prince William has been
named the nation’s favourite celebrity wedding of the last two decades,
according to a recent poll commissioned by the specialist group travel
agent, Red7.
Red7, which is celebrating its 20th anniversary this year, confirmed that
the royal couple’s 2011 nuptials had conquered the hearts of Brits, with
survey respondents of all ages, genders and locations across the country
citing it as their favourite celebrity union.
Ian Lucas, Managing Director of Red7, commented, “Kate and Wills’
wedding was the perfect fairy-tale celebration, from start to finish, so I’m
not surprised it has a special place in the nation’s hearts.
“With Pippa Middleton’s nuptials being touted as the society wedding
of the year, and rumours swirling that Prince Harry may be popping the
question soon, who knows what this top 10 will look like in another
20 years?”
However, the likes of Pippa and Prince Harry are not shoo-ins for the
top, as when choosing the nation’s second favourite wedding, there was a
palpable generation gap.
The youngest generation came out in favour of social media queen Kim
Kardashian West and her 2014 wedding to Kanye West, with one in 10
voters picking the elaborate Italian wedding.
Amongst 25-34 year olds and 45-54 year olds, it was Goldenballs who
took the trophy for second place with the Beckhams’ 1999 wedding
being favourably remembered - despite David recently admitting he
thought his wedding was ‘over the top’.
Thirtysomethings (35-44 year olds) bucked the trend for all things
opulent and opted for the low-key, and ultimately ill-fated, marriage of
Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie, while the survey’s oldest voters (55 years +)
chose to keep things traditional, plumping for Andy Murray and Kim
Sears’ classic celebration in 2015.
Ian continued, “We have seen many celebrity weddings in the past two
decades since Red7 launched, from minimalist beachfront ceremonies
to wild and outlandish affairs. Trends continue to change, but the key is
always ensuring that the bride and groom are one very happy couple on
the day.”
Brit couples fared well in the list with 50% of the top 10 represented by
homegrown couples, including a nod for Elton John and David Furnish,
the list’s only same-sex entrants. Hollywood hunk Brad Pitt notably made
the cut in the nation’s Top 10 twice – which indicates a great wedding
day ahead for any future Mrs Pitt.
The full top ten is as follows:
1. 2011 - Prince William and Kate Middleton (19%)
2. 1999 - David Beckham and Victoria Adams (6%)
3. 2014 - Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie (5%)
4. 2015 - Andy Murray and Kim Sears (4%)
5. 2008 - Beyoncé and Jay Z (3%)
6. 2014 - George Clooney and Amal Alamuddin (3%)
7. 2014 - Kim Kardashian and Kanye West (3%)
8. 2000 - Brad Pitt and Jennifer Aniston (3%)
9. 2005 - Peter Andre and Katie Price (2%)
.10. 2014 - Elton John and David Furnish (2%)
10
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Hayne House, a five-star
wedding venue in Kent, is
launching a new Orangery
in 2018. Owner of Hayne
House, Fleur Record-Smith
says, “We’re delighted to be
able to share with couples some exciting new 3D images of the
purpose-built Orangery, designed by Hampton Conservatories,
which launches in spring 2018. The Orangery plans have been
received with great enthusiasm and as a result we already have
a significant number of couples who’ve decided to hold their
wedding here in 2018 and 2019. As we release these fantastic
visuals and the word spreads, interest will increase so I’d urge
couples to contact us to secure their date and become one of
the first couples to get married in the exclusive Orangery.”
Suited to all seasons in all conditions, contrasting tradition and
heritage with contemporary architecture, Hayne House – which
has been a family home for generations – is set to become an
even more popular venue choice for Kent couples.
For more information, visit www.haynehouse.co.uk

Click with Pronovias

After achieving huge success in Spain with e-commerce,
Pronovias, a world leader in the bridal sector, is opening
its doors to other European countries with its new online
sales website, where shoppers will be able to buy the brand’s
cocktail dresses.
With more than 50 years’ experience designing wedding and
ceremony dresses, the company has decided to take all this
knowledge to the digital world, offering online sales services
in the UK.
The designs in the Pronovias 2018 Cocktail collection
include a wide variety of occasion styles to add shine to any
moment. The collection offers everything from sophisticated
dresses with a two-piece effect, embellished with beading
and embroidery, to the simple elegance of chiffon and
crepe dresses in powdery tones. For more daring ladies, the
collection also includes a line of very sensual and elegant
jumpsuits.
Now, with just one click, UK shoppers can buy Pronovias
ceremony and cocktail dresses to look stunning on their most
special occasions. Go to www.pronovias.es to view the label’s
full collection.
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Scarlett Heart

WEDDINGS & EVENTS

♥

THE COMPLETE PERSONAL PACKAGE
Our unique, bespoke package that includes
all of the following:

♥ Table Centre Pieces & Decorations
♥ Top Table Curtain. LED’s & Drapes
♥ Wedding Cake or Cupcakes
♥ Live Music All Day
♥ DJ With State of the Art Light & Sound
♥ White LED Starlite Dancefloor
♥ Room Uplighting
♥ 3 Hour Photo Booth inc. Images on USB
♥ Giant LED ‘LOVE’ Letters
♥ ‘MR & MRS’ Cakepop Wedding Favours
♥ Table Plan and Guest Place Cards
♥ Chocolate Fountain inc. 8 Dips
♥ Vintage Sweet Cart Loaded with Candy
♥ Vintage Wishing Well or Post Box

ONLY

£2,150

CHAIR COVERS
& SASHES OF
YOUR CHOICE

FREE

WITH THE FULL
PACKAGE

WWW.SCARLETTHEARTWEDDINGS.COM
MOB: 07445 690079 OFFICE: 01702 876 090
INFO@SCARLETTHEARTWEDDINGS.COM
Scarlett Hearts Wedding_FPA_AB26.indd 1
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Fashion

fling

The sandy coves and lush greenery of Barbados provide a dreamy backdrop for the
diaphanous layers and delicate lace of Ivory & Co’s new Platinum Bay collection.
New Pixels Photography’s Natalie Bayliss shares her take on the isle’s
ultimate camera-friendly destinations
All photography courtesy of New Pixels Photography www.newpixels.co.uk
Coral Bay

12
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Ocean Mist

“

“

r Sands skirt

Seashells bodice and Silve

Our aim was to capture a relaxed and fresh look
that wasn’t too staged or formal, as we wanted
to be relatable to brides. It was 6am, so not
only did we have the whole of Mullins Beach to
ourselves, but the early morning light gave the
shoot a whole different atmosphere, turning the
sea the iconic turquoise shade you expect to see.
This beautiful lighting, along with the calm sea
breeze was a photographer’s dream.

Golden Sands

White Lavender bodice and Citrus Blossom skirt

Sea Breeze

Crystal Cove bodice

“

“

Have you ever seen locations on
Google images and then been really
disappointed when you arrive? Bottom
Bay not one of those places; it looks just
like the postcards! Bright blue skies, tall
palm trees, stunning rock formations,
it was simply breath-taking. The sand’s
very fine, so naturally the flip flops
came off immediately.

Barbados New Pixels fashion shoot.indd 13

autumn 2017
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Fashion
Coconut Blossom
Spring Romance

“

“

Codrington College was like being on a
movie set. The long palm tree-lined path
leading to the front of the building went
on for what seemed like miles. The bricks
had a slightly pink blush tint to them
which complemented one of the dresses
we photographed there perfectly.

Angel Rose bodice and Waterfall skirt

“

“

We wanted to shoot against some of
the island’s gorgeous greenery, so the
team headed to St Nicholas Abbey
where we could capture a sense of
the Elizabethan era, along with
renaissance influences and French
architecture. The elegance of the Abbey
was not just historical it also brought a
real sense of ambience to the shoot.

Vanilla Spice bodice and Moonshine skirt

Dragonfly

Luna Goddess

All dresses courtesy of Ivory & Co www.ivoryandcobridal.co.uk
14
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Sophia Tolli
Ronald Joyce
Romantica
San Patrick
Victoria Jane
Soﬁa Bianca
White One
Opulence
Ashley & Justin

Experience
the difference

www.serenabridal.co.uk
Essex’s award winning boutique

01268 762775
1 Kingsview Court, Wickford, SS11 8YF
Serena Bridal of Wickford

Serena_Bridal

@serenabridaluk

Brides2B_FPA_AB21.indd 1
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Established 42 years.











Condici John Charles Ispirato Cabotine Ann Balon
Cameron Blake Gina Bacconi Zeila Michaela Louisa Frank Lyman
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 Martels Bridal Boutique
 Christine’s Occasion Wear
 Premier Crew Hospitality
 Dukes Kitchen
 Dapper Chaps Men’s Wedding & Formal Wear
 Evolution Discos
 Evolution Inflatables
 TM Catering Hire

 Nathalie Delente Photography
 Tina’s Pretty Pieces
 COO Jewellers
 Evolution Events
 London Stansted Wedding Cars
 The Essex Events Company
 Truly, Gladly, Sweetly
 Jennifer Cakes

 Alison White Wedding Flowers
 Rebecca Beecham Travel Counsellor
 Hayley Sleath Cambridge Weight
Plan Consultant

 Haleigh & Laura Kate Bridal Hair &
Make-up

 The Lingerie Room
 Red Carpet Video

Martels Wedding & Events Village, High Easter Road, Barnston, Essex, CM6 1NA
www.martelsweddings.co.uk T: 01371 871969 E: info@martelsevents.co.uk
Martels_FPA_AB23.indd 1
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S

The Wedding Bridal Studio

Exclusive stockist of Donna Lee Brides wedding dresses in Sussex and exclusive stockist of Christina Rossi in the whole
of Sussex and Kent. Also a stockist of Richard Designs. Tiaras, veils and jewellery by leading designers
WITH EVERY PURCHASE OF A DESIGNER WEDDING DRESS WE GIVE YOU A TIARA AND VEIL WORTH UP TO £200

Opening times Monday to Saturday 9 am to 9 pm by appointment only

Mobile: (07423) 069295 or (01892) 664796 | Email: aspalding@talktalk.net | www.theweddingbridalstudio.co.uk

Mary’s of Enfield
LEADING THE WAY FOR MOTHERS
OF THE BRIDE & GROOM

6
6
Premier stockist of

Condici, John Charles,
Ispirato, Irresistible,
Ian Stuart and many more.

Sizes 8-26.
01992 466066

27b High Street, Hoddesdon EN11 8SX
info@marysofenfield.co.uk

www.marysofenfield.co.uk

017_AB26.indd 17
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Fashion
Claudia dresses, £157.50,
Ghost www.ghost.co.uk

Sienna dress,
£78, Lipsy
www.lipsy.co.uk

Kiri dress, £68,
Chi Chi London
www.chichiclothing.com

Jasmine dress,
£80, Lipsy
www.lipsy.co.uk

Mink lace maxi dress
with belt, £75,
Little Mistress
www.little-mistress.com

Girl group
Stay forever friends
by picking the perfect
bridesmaid dresses

May dress, £64.99,
Chi Chi London
www.chichiclothing.com

Lotus embroidered dress,
£149, Monsoon
uk.monsoon.co.uk

Apricot appliqué dress,
£62, Little Mistress
www.little-mistress.com

Marianna dress, £64.99,
Chi Chi London
www.chichiclothing.com

Uma rose gold
sequin dress, £55, Joanie
www.joanieclothing.com

18
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An extensive range of Bridal gowns and Maids outﬁts to
choose from in spacious surroundings you can move freely
and see the full beauty of every gown.
Sample gowns in many sizes to try so don’t be afraid to visit
if you are petite or of a fuller ﬁgure.
Also, for the groom, with suits from the award winning
Cameron Ross.
Designers such as:
Maggie Sottero
Martina Liana
Essense
Stella York
Sottero & Midgley

opposite the main cream
shop, cream has all the
new lines and occasions
for less offers mother
of the bride outfits, hats
and fascinators on the
first floor and daywear,
eveningwear, shoes and
bags downstairs.
all at fantastic prices.

and for bridesmaids
Sorella Vita
Ebony Rose
Dessy
38-40 Gabriels Hill, Maidstone, Kent ME15 6JJ | 01622 755090

www.weddingdresses.uk.com

At bridal
Peaches,
we can
offer you
a friendly,
professional
service
andSincerity
with
Peaches
range
consists
of designs
by Alfred
Angelo,
Bonny,
and
20 years
of experience,
we haveselection
the knowledge
expertise
you
Venus.
We also
have a specialised
of plusand
size
gowns, to
theensure
‘Unforgettable’
havebyallBonny
the information
youfor
need
when
looking
Bridal
Gown.
range
Bridal caters
brides
sized
18 tofor
34.your
With
dresses
in every
With a vastconceivable
range of styles,
sizes,
you
the opportunity
stylefabrics
we areand
sure
you’ll
behave
impressed!
to try a variety of gowns at affordable prices.

Peaches Wedding Shop
92 The Stow, Harlow, Essex, CM20 3AP
Telephone 01279 414101
Email info@peachesweddings.co.uk
Opening hours:

Monday & Saturday: 10-5 Tuesday • Thursday & Friday: 10-4
Monday
& Saturday: 10-5 | Tuesday, Thursday & Friday:
Closed Wednesday • Closed Sunday
10-4 | Closed Wednesday and Sunday

www.peachesweddings.co.uk
019_AB26.indd 19
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Fashion
Celine georgette dress, £40 and Cody capelet,
£38, Joanie www.joanieclothing.com

Bea dress, £265,
Ghost
www.ghost.co.uk

Saffron one-shoulder dress,
£130, Phase Eight
www.phase-eight.com

Linnea maxi dress, £169,
Monsoon
uk.monsoon.co.uk

Ivy dress, £171.50, Ghost
www.ghost.co.uk

Anouska dress, £130,
Phase Eight
www.phase-eight.co.uk

Asymmetric hem slip,
£85, Topshop
www.topshop.com

Lily dress,
£75, Lipsy
www.lipsy.co.uk

Crochet dress, £60,
Paper Dolls
www.little-mistress.com
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Printed cowl satin slip,
£95, Topshop
www.topshop.com
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BRIDES by SOLO
newmarket
est 1982

maggie sottero
rebecca ingram
mark lesley bride
sincerity bridal
romantica of devon
brighton belle
plus size designers
bridesmaids
sizes 6 - 30
Wedding dresses
from £599 to £1599

tea length wedding
dress specialists
Fabulous Friday
10% off dresses
every Friday
on first
appointment

115 Exning Road, Newmarket CB8 0EL
T: 01638 661 648 E: hello@bridesbysolo.co.uk
free parking at rear of the shop

www.bridesbysolo.co.uk
Brides by Solo_FPA_AB25.indd 1
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Fashion
Sabrina jewel clutch bag, £40, Dune
www.dunelondon.com

Flower wedding belt,
£30.75, Kirashi, DaWanda
www.dawanda.com
Eli embroidered pouch, £25, Monsoon
uk.monsoon.co.uk

A deeper shade of

blue
Tick off that essential colour with our
guide to the best blue-hued big-day pieces

Something
a bit
different

Wacoal lace affair bra, £46 and
matching briefs, £22, Figleaves
www.figleaves.com

Bridey clutch, £55, Dune
www.dunelondon.com

Betti heels, £80, Dune
www.dunelondon.com

Chantilly by Katya Katya Shehurina
www.shehurina.com

Blue tassel flapper dress, £89,
Rock My Vintage
www.rockmyvintage.co.uk

Eva T-bar shoes in duck egg,
£525, Emmy London
www.emmylondon.com

Leonor shoes, £550,
Silvio Lago
www.silvialago.com
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Fashion
just a
hint
of blue
Merci Maman personalised
gemstone necklace,
£68.99, Getting Personal
www.gettingpersonal.co.uk

Off-the-shoulder dress,
£64, Simply Be
www.simplybe.co.uk
Rock on Pandora clutch, £970,
Charlotte Olympia
www.charlotteolympia.com

Embellished gown, £180, No.1
Jenny Packham for Debenhams
www.debenhams.com

budget
beauties

Aurelia gold and enamel
earrings, £56, Joid’Art
www.joidart.com

under
wraps

Ariel semi-precious ring,
£15, Accessorize
uk.accessorize.co.uk

Blue flower hair pins, £13.25
for three, DaWanda
www.dawanda.com
Teal bra and brief set, £26.50, Nine by
Savannah Miller for Debenhams
www.debenhams.com

Tie-and-roll clutch bag, £58, Oliver Bonas
www.oliverbonas.com

Sahara heels, £200,
Harriet Wilde
www.harrietwilde.com
Polly court shoes, £690,
Charlotte Olympia
www.charlotteolympia.com
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Bow twist court shoes, £49.50,
Marks & Spencer
www.marksandspencer.com
Liana satin peep-toe flats,
£525, Aruna Seth
www.arunaseth.com

ABSOLUTE BRIDAL
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Timeless & Elegant Designs

www.coolrocks.co.uk

Churchill House | Stirling Way | Borehamwood | Hertfordshire WD6 2HP
Tel: 020 8736 0070
Email: sales@coolrocks.co.uk

Coolrocks_FPA_AB26.indd 1
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MAKE YOUR WEDDING DRESS “LIKE NEW”
BEFORE AND AFTER
THE WEDDING

OO

PRICES
FROM
£50.00

We have SPECIAL PROGRAMMES
to look after your precious wedding
dress - new or antique
Contact CLAIRE at EcoFresh Tel: 01892 833529
EcoFresh is revolutionising the way household and commercial services are
provided. Enjoy the time, money and environment you will save when you
off-load all your laundry, dry-cleaning, ironing and repairs to Ecofresh.
EcoFresh Dry Cleaning and Laundry Limited
95 Commercial Road, Paddock Wood,
Tonbridge, Kent TN12 6DS

026_AB26.indd 26

ecofreshlaundry.co.uk
/LoveEcoFresh
@LoveEcoFresh
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FAT FREEZING IN ESSEX

If you have always wanted Lipo and never been able to aﬀord it, we
have the answer. Crylipolysis refers to the process of destroying the
body’s fat cells using an intense localised cooling treatment.
A small machine helps freeze the fat and sculpts the body,
oﬀering a non invasive and more cost eﬀective alternative
to liposuction without damaging the skin.

UP TO 59% FAT LOSS AFTER
JUST ONE SESSION.
Pain free and no downtime.
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t
t

Only £100 per session or on oﬀer
we have 3 areas for £200. Don’t delay get
booked in with us today in our Harlow Essex
beauty room for amazing results.
Mel 07736 234681 / Jen 07949 522506

www.blushbeautyessex.com
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Engagement & wedding rings

Custom-made by
Coo for you
Coo Jewellers launches its brand-new Zara wedding ring collection

C

oo Jewellers is an awardwinning family-run business
based both in Hatton Garden,
London’s famous jewellery quarter,
as well as acclaimed Essex wedding
boutique shopping village, Martels.
Specialising in engagement, wedding
and eternity rings, the company has just
unveiled its stylish new Zara collection,
designed to catch the eye with its
signature diamond sparkle. Bespokesized for each customer, and set with
clear, nearly colourless diamonds, this
collection is surprisingly affordable with
prices starting from £321, including tax
and delivery.
Every Zara ring is made to order, so you
can choose the style and the precious
metal – 9ct or 18ct white gold, yellow
gold, rose gold; platinum or palladium.
Once you’ve chosen your dream sparkler
from the selection of 12 styles – each
with between two and five band widths
and diamond carat options, simply place
your order on the website, or if you live
near either the Hatton Garden or Martels
Coo showroom, make an appointment
to see the whole Zara collection without
any obligation. If you’re unsure of your

finger size, don’t worry, as Coo will
send you a ring sizer to give the team a
good indication of how your ring should
fit, allowing its expert jewellers to craft
your one-of-a-kind ring.
You can pick your ring up from the
Hatton Garden or Martels showrooms,
or alternatively, Coo Jewellers
would be happy to deliver it via a
fully insured courier. Coo rings are
shipped worldwide.
To help you easily make your choice of
ring, Coo has published guide prices
in its e-brochure. The prices in the
e-brochure are for near colourless H
colour SI clarity diamonds, but you can
upgrade to colourless F VS clarity on
the website if you wish.
If it’s not a perfect fit, don’t worry,
the company will adjust it free of
charge. Coo Jewellers also exercises a
30-day no-quibble refund policy for
online orders.
For more information on how to make
your Zara order, simply go to
www.coojewellers.com Check out the
Zara e-catalogue out for yourself,
now online at www.coojewellers.com/
zaradownload

Zara no. 7: A
D-shape band
with brilliant-cut
diamonds and half
U-shape open
claw setting

These bands have a court finish on the outside and a flat
internal edge. The diamonds in this collection are round
and secured by an innovative U-shape open claw, which
allows light to reach all around the gemstones. Each
diamond is individually framed within its own U,
offering maximum opportunity for light
refraction and sparkle. Diamonds set to
cover approximately one half
of the ring

You can make an appointment to visit a Coo Jewellers
showroom at either of these addresses:
Coo Jewellers
14 Greville Street
Hatton Garden
London
EC1N 8SB
Call: 020 7404 0757

Coo Jewellers
Martels Wedding Village
High Easter Road
Barnston
Essex, CM6 1NA
Call: 01245 263 950

autumn 2017 29
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Fashion

Modern

love

Cutwork
Lace Bardot

£450

Topshop Bride launches a
contemporary-chic bridal collection

Tie-Shoulder
Maxi

£350

H

igh-street favourite Topshop has launched a fivepiece, limited edition range of wedding dresses in an
assortment of versatile, modern silhouettes, including
strapless, tie-shoulder and Bardot styles finished with tiered layers,
peplums and sweeping trains. Each dress has been elegantly
designed with detailing such as bias-cut satin, floral appliqués in
silk organza, draped lace and fine tulle. Fabrics and colours exude a
vintage feel with ivory ripple-textured crepe, pearl embellishments
and silver threading.
Brides-to-be can book a complimentary appointment within the
Personal Shopping Suites in selected Topshop stores to try on the
dresses in a relaxed, luxurious setting.

Floral
Embroidered
Appliqué Maxi

£395

Tulle
Midi Prom

£425

30

Embellished
Pencil Midi

£795

2
2
Here come
the girls!

Not only is Topshop
taking care of brides,
it’s also kitting out
bridesmaids with 25
options, including
soft cold-shoulder
gowns with ruffles,
cowl-tie satin slips
and cape-sleeved
maxi dresses in
an array of muted
pastels such as
soft heather and
butterscotch, as well
as pretty floral prints.
A carefully edited
selection of shoes,
hair accessories and
lingerie complete
the collection.

The Topshop Bride collection is available from the London
Oxford Circus flagship and Knightsbridge branches, while the
Topshop Bridesmaid range can be bought at selected stores
nationwide. Both lines are also purchasable online
at www.topshop.com

ABSOLUTE BRIDAL
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Fashion

Walking on
Find a summer bridal style to suit you with four of the season’s key looks
Style 902, Galia Lahav
www.galialahav.com

autumn 2017
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Amanda Croke
Hair Design

TRY IT NOW!
Book your 7 day trial today
07470 447066
magiccoffeeking@gmail.com

Mention
Hair10
and receive
a 10%
discount

magiccoffeeking.vitaeglobal.com
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Tina’s Pretty Pieces

DESIGNERS OF LUXURY, BESPOKE WEDDING CAKES

Martels Wedding & Events Village
High Easter Road
Barnston
Essex CM6 1NA

Personalised & Bespoke
Wedding gueﬆ drop boxes, gifts &
keepsakes for your special day
COLOUR MATCHING
SERVICE AVAILABLE

Telephone: 07787 118930
email: info@tinasprettypieces.co.uk

www.tinasprettypieces.co.uk

032_AB26.indd 32

U N I Q U E. CONTEMP ORARY. E L E G A N T

Using only the ﬁnest ingredients, combined with our
expertise and passion, we create delicious and exquisitely
crafted cakes as a stunning centrepiece for your special day.
(vegan & halal catered for)

CONTACT US FOR A FREE CONSULTATION

T: 07875 531 221 E: info@sweetcouturecakes.co.uk
www.sweetcouturecakes.co.uk
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Fashion
Lily, Belle & Bunty
www.belleandbunty.com

Zeta, Lusan Madongas
www.lusanmadongas.com

Shrug
Alyssa, Indiebride
www.indiebrides.co.uk

7058, Jesús Peiró
www.jesuspeiro.co.uk
Gloria, House of Mooshki
www.houseofmooshki.com

it off

Cold shoulders always trump cold feet

Adele, Katya Katya Shehurina
www.shehurina.com

autumn 2017
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Semi-Permanent Make Up & Microblading
by Michele Harding
Turning your
dreams into
reality!
SPMU &
Microblading Union
International
Winner 2017
Special Offer £50 off full brow
procedure when
mentioning this
advert. Valid until
30 November 2017

Eyebrows, Eyeliner, Lips
Medical Procedures: Removal and Correction, 3d Nipple/Areola, Scalp
Pigmentation, Scar and Stretch Mark Reguvination, Lace Hair System

Tel: 07880 560088
www.semipermanent-makeup.co.uk
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Fashion

Selena, Muscat Bridal
www.muscatbridal.com

Look 8, Amanda Wakeley
www.amandawakeley.com

Get up

Style 904, Galia Lahav
www.galialahav.com
Style 341718, Truly Zac
Posen for David’s Bridal
www.davidsbridal.co.uk

Slinky styles will steal the show

Fontanne, Karen Willis Holmes
www.karenwillisholmes.com

Noel, Claire Pettibone
www.clairepettibone.com

autumn 2017
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Roosevelt top and Joplin
trousers, Otaduy
www.otaduy.com

Stella, Halfpenny London
www.halfpennylondon.com

Garda trousers and Giovanna
shrug, Stephanie Allin
www.stephanieallin.net

Expected the

unexpected
Nicki, Karen Willis Holmes
www.karenwillisholmes.com

Look 4, Mariage
by Viktor & Rolf
www.viktor-rolf.com

Turn bridal tradition on
its head

Clover suit and Tulip
top, Belle & Bunty
www.belleandbunty.com
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Fashion
Maia, Claire Pettibone
www.clairepettibone.com

Style 7080, Jesús Peiró
www.jesuspeiro.co.uk

Taylor, Jenny Packham
www.jennypackham.com

Darling

buds

Flower details freshen up any gown

City Lights, Ian Stuart
www.ianstuart-bride.com

Look 3, Mariage by Viktor & Rolf
www.viktor-rolf.com

Bibi, Temperley Bridal
www.temperleylondon.com

autumn 2017
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Beautiful pre-owned dresses waiting to be re-loved

Beautiful hire items and handmade accessories for your special day
Illuminated Signs ♥ Chairs ♥ Vintage Crockery
Luxury Linens ♥ Chair Decor ♥ Candelabras
Card Post Boxes ♥ Candle Votives ♥ Seating Plans
Go on take a peek!

♥f

Email: info@lovelyweddingtouches.co.uk
Phone: 07970 214510
Find us on Facebook: search for Lovely Wedding Touches

T: 01621 927007 M: 07521 148394
e: Maldon@bridalreloved.co.uk
facebook.com/Bridalrelovedmaldon
Brights Path, 63c High Street, Maldon, Essex, CM9 5EP

www.bridalreloved.co.uk

Serving Prosecco & Peroni
from an authentic Italian 3-wheeled Piaggio Ape Classic Van.
Salute! will bring fun, style & uniqueness to your Special day.

Mobile: Abigail -07780 670 123
e-mail: enquiries@salutebubblesandbirra.co.uk
www.salutebubblesandbirra.co.uk
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Flower girls and page boys

Winter-ready
wee ones

Amy dress, from
£280, Little Bevan
www.littlebevan.co.uk

Baby

Traditiona
l
tots

Right to left: Peter Pan collar shirt,
£48, Cotton French shorts, £61
and cummerbund £28; Gallia dress,
£217, Little Eglantine
www.littleeglantine.com

Children’s dusky faux fur
waistcoat, £70, Helen Moore
www.helenmoore.com

Girls cream jacquard
skater dress, £45,
River Island
www.riverisland.com

love
Make sure the little ones look sweet and
stylish for their big-day roles

Mini Girls pink pleated
lace trapeze dress, £55,
River Island
www.riverisland.com

Pan collar shirt and Page boy
knickerbockers, from £94
each, Little Bevan
www.littlebevan.co.uk

Bright blue suit, £58, French
Connection at Moss Bros.
www.moss.co.uk
From left to right: Sicilia dress, £48, Missouri
lace jacket, £25.60; Evangelin dress, £52; Hardy
herringbone suit, £28.80 and Baby Sicilia dress, £40,
all Monsoon uk.monsoon.co.uk

Say thanks for making the wedding extra
special by gifting them with either Digby
Dog or Coco Cat from Merrythought.
Priced £69 each, they’re available
online at www.merrythought.co.uk

Big softies

autumn 2017
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Sarah

FLORIST

Diamant

Wedding Flowers
Elegant bespoke floral designs with a classic French touch.

From contemporary to traditional, from intimate to more
formal, Amega Fleur can oﬀer you a truly personal
service and style that will make your wedding as
individual as you are.

www.sarahdiamantflorist.com
+44 (0)7578 472 474
enquiries@sarahdiamantflorist.com

040_AB26.indd 40

Tel: 07791 788 252
Email: felicity@amegaﬂeur.co.uk

amegaﬂeur.co.uk
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Beauty
Sunkissed Once
a Week self-tan
mousse, £5.21

{

Sunkissed’s advanced
formula combines
active ingredients to
help penetrate the
skin’s deeper layers
for a longer lasting
tan. This fuss-free
mousse delivers
instant colour, making
application quick and
easy, while leaving
skin silky smooth. The
Sunkissed Bronze
Professional line is
available exclusively
at Superdrug.

Monsoon Rose Gold
perfume, £29

This heady, sensual fragrance
makes a perfect bridal scent, with
a combination of juicy top notes
of citrus, rich floral heart notes and
decadent woods. It’s available at
www.fragranceshop.co.uk

Frances Prescott
Tri-Balm, £39

This time-saving, multi-purpose
balm cleanses, exfoliates and
moisturises. Developed by leading
make-up artist Frances Prescott,
it's an innovative, nature-based
approach to reviving and nourishing
the skin for busy schedules. Tri-Balm
is available online exclusively at
www.francesprescott.com

{

The Beauty
Boutique
These products will have you looking like a million
dollars on your wedding day
Maskorea 3 in 1 Too
Many Late Nights sheet
mask, £7.99

Maskorea’s original three-stage
regime will help you cheat the
well-slept look by promoting
skin elasticity and leaving you
with hydrated, radiant skin. Its
light, travel-friendly packaging
makes it an essential for
honeymoon packing.Maskorea
products are available from
www.maskoreamasks.com

Nailberry’s L’Oxygene
collection, £14.50

Treat your nails to a mani
with a difference with one
of Nailberry’s classic six
lacquers shades. The
innovative L’Oxygene varnish
allows air and moisture to
pass through the polish,
resulting in healthier, stronger
nails. Absolute Bridal’s
favourite? The dreamy lilac
of Love Me Tender. You
can choose your shade at
Harrods, Selfridges or online
at www.nailberry.co.uk

Beautyboutique.indd 41

By Chloe Ferry matte
lip gloss, £14.99

Reality star Chloe Ferry's matte
lip gloss is the star of her debut
make-up range. Bestseller Envy
is ideal for natural beauty lovers,
while Rose is a classic girlish shade
of pink. The glosses are available
from www.bychloeferry.com

Dead Sea Spa Magik
SunSafe oil-free facial
gel, £17.95

Suncare is a honeymoon
essential, but how can we
avoid a shiny – not to be
mistaken for ‘dewy’ – face?
Dead Sea Spa Magik’s oil-free
facial gel offers a solution
to this beauty nightmare.
This satin soft gel is ideal
to use under make-up, it’s
hypoallergenic, water resistant
and suitable for all skin types.
The range is exclusively
available at Holland & Barrett.

delilah Sunset matte
bronzer, £34

To get a faux glow for your summer
nuptials, delilah’s Sunset Matte
Bronzer is the perfect secret weapon.
It can be lightly dusted all over the
face for an alluring, sun-kissed hue, or
used to sculpt and define. The delilah
Sunset make-up collection is available
from Harrods, Harvey Nichols,
Fortnum & Masons, www.spacenk.
com or www.delilahcosmetics.com
autumn 2017 41
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Mad Lala Bloomers
Mad Lala Bloomers uses the best quality paper to create amazing
giant paper flowers. Something different but will certainly get
your guests talking about it. We will help you to add a bit of
drama and class to any event. We work with your vision and
colour scheme in mind. You can buy these giant paper flowers as
a package for a backdrop or single flower as a gift or statement
piece in any room. You can find us on Facebook and Instagram.

Tel 07380293701 | Email: sifiso.mguni@gmail.com
https://sifisomguni.wixsite.com/website

Michelle Floral Design
www.withamflowers.co.uk

Creating wedding flowers for over 40 years. Each
design created for every individual wedding.

Michelle floral design,
13 Newland street, Witham, Essex. CM8 2AF
01376 511318
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Honeymoons

African dream
Discover the natural wonders of Mozambique in the
romantic luxury of the White Pearl Resort
the marine reserve’s aquamarine waters
Dreaming of a honeymoon full of relaxed
beckon to be explored. Located just
sunny days and romantic starry nights? Then
a few miles off the coast, the worldMozambique could be the destination for
famous Pinnacles dive site offers up
you. At luxury hotel White Pearl Resort, long
a multicoloured paradise, making
white beaches, romantic sunsets and an
the tropical waters near White Pearl
attractive array of ocean-related activities
Resorts one of Mozambique's bestand wildlife experiences are the order of the
kept secrets – with temperatures
day, making it a little piece of heaven for
that reach 30°C in summer, and rarely
honeymooners looking for exotic beauty and
less than 27°C in winter. The underwater
food for their soul.
wonderland is alive with tropical fish and
Located in a protected marine reserve on
marine life of all shapes and sizes, including
the pristine Lagoon Coast on Mozambique’s
whale sharks, bull sharks and hammerhead
southern coastline, the resort is easy to reach
sharks, which can be discovered on snorkel
from the capital Maputo – either by road or a
and dive trips. Other activities include whale
spectacular 20-minute helicopter flight over
watching, dolphin spotting, sea kayaking,
dense African bush and turquoise waters.
turtle watching or horse riding on the beach.
With its ease of access, it’s an easy choice
Seafood lovers can feast on the day’s catch at
for time-pressed travellers looking to get
both lunch and dinner. A special honeymoon
the most out of their precious holiday time.
treat is a decadent private dinner set up on
Fringed by the wilderness of the Maputo
the tide line of the warm waters. Barefoot
Special Reserve and the Indian Ocean, White
dining is a dress-code prerequisite as the
Pearl offers complete private seclusion and is
gentle waves hug the shoreline.
the ultimate idyllic haven for honeymooners
Between snorkelling, diving, kayaking and
who truly want some alone time.
surfing, couples can spend their days in a
Minimising its impact on the lush green
lazy haze of sleeping, reading, then visiting
mangrove forests, crystal clear waters
the spa for a Jewel of Africa massage,
and white sandy beaches, the property
a custom-made experience incorporating the
subtly immerses itself in the soft natural
healing and therapeutic properties of warm
surroundings. Featuring 21 ocean-facing
salt crystals, rich coconut balm and flowing
stilted suites that are built into the hillside,
movements, which reduce tension and
an Ibiza-style restaurant, a lounge and a spa,
balance energies in the body. All
guests can indulge in their most romantic
that’s left to sample of this
whims – whether it’s a private beach
heavenly escape is a gin-anddinner, a secluded picnic on a
HONEYMOON
tonic sundowner in the stylish
nearby sand dune, a private
SPECIAL
lounge and bar.
sunset boat cruise, or even
If you book your honeymoon
simply breakfast in bed.
at White Pearl Resorts, you’ll
Couples can spend blissful
receive a 50% discount on
the transfer and the bride’s
hours dipping in and out of their
accommodation for a
private plunge pool or relaxing
stay of five nights
with a freshly mixed caipirinha
or more.
in a lounger on their private deck.
It’s a gentle pace interrupted only by
languorous lunches and siestas – the ultimate
unplugged honeymoon heaven.
Depending on the time of the year, the
resort benefits from some unique wildlife
experiences. For those feeling adventurous,

♥





GETTING THERE

Rainbow Tours offers couples visiting
White Pearl Resort in Mozambique:
 7 nights - fully inclusive basis in a pool suite
 Helicopter transfers from the airport to resort
 Return economy class international flights
from London to Maputo in Mozambique
The cost is £4,550 per person sharing, based
on a White Pearl honeymoon offer.
To book with Rainbow Tours, call 0207 666
1250 or email info@rainbowtours.co.uk. Visit
www.rainbowtours.co.uk for more details.

For more details, visit www.whitepearlresorts.com
spring/summer
autumn 2017 43
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Honeymoons

The honeymoon fixer

From rearranging cancelled flights to daily weather reports, personal travel consultant Britt
Monks reveals what makes her honeymoon-coordinating skills second to none
As a Not Just Travel franchise
owner, what services do you
offer couples?
I see myself as an independent
travel consultant, helping couples
tailor-make their destination wedding trip or
dream honeymoon, whether it’s in the city, by
the beach or trekking in the Himalayas. It’s not
simply flights and accommodation; I want my
client to truly relax on their break. I check them
into their flights, if they’re an anxious flier, I’ll
make sure that they get settled in at the lounge
in the airport, if it’s a family, I’ll send through
tips for packing – as a mother I know there’s a
lot to remember! Couples let me know if they
want to take a special trip or do a romantic
activity on their honeymoon and I’ll ensure
everything is booked in advance.
When did you realise that there was a
market for this kind of holiday planning?
Through my own bad holiday experiences!
However, honeymoons are on another level;
these are once-in-a-lifetime trips. I’ve had
clients that have conceived their child on their
honeymoon – they’re not just a holiday. That’s
why I offer an end-to-end experience that
allows the couple to focus on creating the
memories they’ll have for the rest of their lives.
It sounds like you offer a very
comprehensive service! Have you had any

over-the-top demands?
Not at all! I’m the one that chooses to go
above and beyond – I answer late-night
Whatsapp messages, check flight schedules
before they arrive at the airport, and
compile weather reports and welcome
messages for them when they land. I
pride myself on standing out from other
travel concierges.
What destinations and suppliers do you
work with?
I can currently work with 450 suppliers and
offer endless destinations – the only place I
can’t get you to is outer space! Companies
I’ve worked with include Sandals, Kuoni,
Simply Luxury, Elegant Resorts and Thomas
Cook, as well as some other trade suppliers
covering the Caribbean and USA. It really
depends on where you want to go.
Where do prices start for your services?
I can tailor-make honeymoons for any budget.
How many times would you normally
consult with couples over the period
leading up to their holiday?
It really varies. One couple recently planned
everything with me in two days, but there
are some people that I’ve spoken to 80 to
90 times before locking down all the travel
details and plans.

How far in advance is it best for a couple
to get in touch to plan the honeymoon?
I usually meet brides-to-be at wedding fairs,
before meeting the couple together and
consulting via face-to-face meetings, Skype and
FaceTime. I always recommend that there’s
no point at looking at flights until 11 months
before a trip at the earliest, as airlines don’t
release decent options until then. I think seven
to eight months is ideal though, as it means
that if they want to set up a honeymoon gift
list, they can send details for this out with savethe-date cards or invitations, so guests can
pay towards the holiday, and even buy them
experiences for the trip in advance – it’s a
lovely gift idea.
What tips would you give an engaged
couple booking their honeymoon now?
Sit down together and each compile a wish list.
Neither of you should be compromising – a
honeymoon is about what you both want.
You should still be prepared to be flexible and
realistic – regardless of meticulous planning,
great weather is never guaranteed!

To get in touch with Britt, call 07803 853 893 or email britt.monks@notjusttravel.com
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Christine’s
Occasion Wear

Martels Events Village, High Easter Road,
Barnston, Essex, CM6 1NA

Beautiful Clothes for all Occasions.

Stunning outﬁts
and co-ordinating
accessories for
Mother of the Bride
and Groom and all
other Occasions
and Events

Zeila
Cabotine
Dress Code
Ispirato

Expert alteration service available to ensure
your purchase is the perfect fit.

01371 871500
www.christinesoccasionwear.co.uk
@christinesoccasionwear

I can help you wIth all
of your honeymoon,
weddIngs abroad,
hen and stag break
requIrements.
free personal
concIerge servIce,
taIlored to your needs.
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All in

Beauty

the 9
fix
We all want to look our best for the big day, but
is there a certain problem area that you want a
little bit of extra help with? Get that confidence
boost with these beauty troubleshooters

HEALTHY TEETH HACK:
Elleven’s Dr Peta Leigh says that the
best way to maintain whiter teeth is
to use an electric toothbrush.

Smile saviours

Every bride wants a bright-white smile for her big
day, so are you prepared? If not, we have solutions
for both ends of the budget spectrum

Save:
Diamond Whites

Diamond Whites offers an affordable range of non-peroxidebased teeth whitening products. If you’re pressed for time in
the fortnight before the big day, perhaps you can spare 30
minutes a day to use the Teeth Whitening Strips (14 pouches,
£22.99)? Simply apply the whitening gel strips to both your
top and bottom teeth and go about your business for halfan-hour before removing and discard, before brushing the
residue off your teeth and gargling. This is probably best to
incorporate into your everyday brushing routine.
The brand has also recently unveiled a new, 100% natural
approach to achieving a white smile: Black Edition Tooth
Polish (£14.99). The activated coconut shell charcoal
strengthens gums, remove toxins from your mouth and
absorbs bacteria to give your teeth that extra
sparkle. Simply dip a
wet toothbrush into
the dust, brush your
teeth in a circular
motion and then
rinse well.
Both products are
available at www.
diamondwhites.co.uk
and Superdrug.

A breath of fresh air

Keep you and your groom fresh for the vows and receiving line
with The Breath Co’s Dry Mouth Rinse. Priced £14, it’s available
from Boots and www.boots.com
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Spend:
Elleven Dental Practice

If you’re looking for a lasting sparkle, Elleven Dental’s luxurious surgery may
be the destination for you. Set in the heart of London’s prestigious Harley
Street district, Elleven is a dynamic international practice that offers patients
exceptional treatment using state of the art equipment and techniques all in a
relaxed, stylish and caring environment.
When it comes to teeth whitening, the practice offers two options: Home
teeth whitening and In-chair teeth whitening. The at-home process Enlighten
involves Elleven’s team of expert dentists designing a specific protocol for
you, using custom fabricated whitening trays and a range of different strength
whitening gels for various time lengths to minimise your tooth sensitivity and
maximise results. Most individuals achieve their desired results within three to
four weeks, and the big bonus is that you can control your result – so no Ross
Gellar glow-in-the-dark grins for you! With the capability of making your smile
a whole 16 shades lighter, Elleven’s Enlighten programme is perfect for both the
big-day photos and as a regime that can be continue beyond the honeymoon to
maintain that smile for anniversaries to come.
Meanwhile, the in-practice service offers an even more immediate whitening
experience. Here’s the science bit: with additional nano-hydroxyapatite
treatment – or bio-bleaching – the development of dental products that also
aid restore enamel and strengthen tooth structure is one of the most exciting
recent developments in dentistry. Elleven use a two-part whitening solution
combining an active oxygen foam infused with nano-hydroxypatite that’s able
to adhere to the tooth surface. The active foam repairs enamel and delivers 6%
hydrogen peroxide to the teeth.
The results are a whiter, brighter smile and a stronger, smoother tooth surface
less likely to stain in the future. Concentrated nano-Hydroxyapatite serum is
then applied to the teeth which remineralises and repairs the tooth surface,
leaving the individual with a healthy white smile, no sensitivity or damage to
the enamel. Even patients who generally suffer from sensitive teeth will find
that their sensitivity is greatly reduced after treatment. Perfect for keeping your
all-white look going through the honeymoon and beyond, brides-to-be!
Prices for home whitening starts at £395, while in-chair whitening sessions
are £750.
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Hair heroes

Struggling with bald patches or lacklustre locks? Get
your head sorted with these healthy hair boosts

Save:
Naturtint

If you’re wanting a
more cost-effective
approach to repairing
and strengthening
damaged hair,
Naturtint’s ColourFixing shampoo and
conditioner duo
will work wonders.
Formulated with
natural extracts and
seed oils, it’s highly
concentrated for
everyday use to combat fading hair colour and dry and
damaged locks. Both priced £7.99, they’re available at
www.naturtint.co.uk

Save:
Odylique
The Gentle Herb and Tea
Tree & Herb shampoos
from organic beauty brand
Odylique are essentials for
restoring your hair’s vitality,
shine and softness. Not
only do these plant-based
products work wonders on
your mane by combating
flaking scalps and greasy
locks, they’re also soothing
for those with eczema and
psoriasis. Both priced £12,
they’re available at
www.odylique.co.uk

Spend:
Viviscal supplements and products

Celebrities such as Gwyneth Paltrow, Reese Witherspoon and Karlie
Kloss all swear by Viviscal to promote hair growth and repair, leaving
it in thicker, fuller, healthier condition. Whether you opt for the
maximum strength supplements (a month’s supply is £49.95) or its Dr
Organic Hemp Oil Intensive Conditioning Hair Mask (£11.99) or Dr
Organic Hemp Oil Restoring Hair and Scalp Treatment (£14.99) it’s
recommended you start your new haircare regime at least three months in
advance of your wedding day.
Hairdresser to the stars, Neil Moodie confirms that its miracle-working
formula is ideal for brides-to-be and other women and men going
through a high-pressure time, saying, “I recommend Viviscal supplements
to clients, models and celebrities. I find often people have trouble with
their hair breaking off or if they have a stress related illness, which is
causing their hair to fall out. I always recommend taking the supplements
to repair the hair and to ensure it grows back in a healthy way. Nourishing
the hair from the inside out is the most effective way of getting hair back
on track. For best results, it must be taken 90 days or more but I promise
you that the improvement in the condition of your hair will make the
wait worthwhile.”
The principal ingredient AminoMar CTM was originally developed in
Finland in the ’80s, when a professor discovered that the Inuits' great
hair and skin was a result of their fish and protein rich diet. By isolating
the key ingredient molecules to replicate the Inuits’ secret of beautiful
hair, he created AminoMar CTM, the ground-breaking proprietary
marine protein complex. Following the use of Viviscal for six months, the
Swedish Alopecia Society found that 95% of patients showed regrowth
of hair. Since the launch it has been tried, tested and recommended by
doctors, dermatologists, trichologists and hair stylists worldwide.
Viviscal’s full product range is available at Holland & Barrett and at
www.hollandandbarrett.com

Slissie offers sugar-face skin salvation
Do you suffer from bouts of pimples? wrinkles? Acne? What you may initially put down to genetics, smoking or
perhaps one too many beach holidays with too little SPF, could actually be a result of too much sugar. Excess
sugar can cause as much havoc on our face and complexion as it can on the rest of our body, so much so that
if you were to consume one can of Coke per day for three weeks, your inflammation levels could increase by
87%! Fortunately, your sugar-face woes are usually easily reversed. Unlike your waistline or teeth, your skin will
see an improvement in as little at 72 hours.
However, for die-hard sugar addicts even going a mere three hours without their fix can be tough, which is
where the latest solution Slissie (priced £24.99) can offer a helping hand.This innovative, anti-snacking device will
work wonders for those going through withdrawal symptoms, particularly during the first 72 hours which are
known to be the most tough. Slissie delivers appetite-suppressing flavourings that instantly help you resist snack
temptation. Once the flavours that contain aromas are detected by your taste buds and olfactory receptors,
messages are sent to the appetite control centres of the brain leaving users feeling as though their appetite has
been satisfied. What’s more, all six flavours are sweet (mint, vanilla, fruit, milk chocolate, mint chocolate, chocolate
orange), making this the ideal handbag-essential for brides-to-be going sugar-free before their big day.
Slissie is available at www.slissie.co.uk
AUTUMN 2017 47
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Wellbeing

Peace of

your heart
Escape the stress of big-day planning with tips from
Vedic meditation expert Will Williams

A

re you feeling anxious about your
upcoming wedding? Stressed and
worried at the prospect of facing
issues during actual wedding or
wedding planning? Sick to your stomach?
Having bad dreams? Don’t worry, pre-wedding
jitters are more common than you think.
“No matter how perfect the picture, for many
people, it’s almost inevitable that – along with
all the happiness and anticipation – they are
going to be racked with wedding nerves”,
explains Will Williams, Europe’s leading Vedic
meditation expert. “Having wedding jitters
doesn't mean that the marriage is doomed
or that it's time to call off the wedding. It's
important for brides and grooms to know how
to beat wedding nerves and enjoy their big day.”
Vedic meditation derives from the ancient
Vedic civilisation of Northern India, and has
been passed down from Master to student
for thousands of years. As the simplest form
of meditation in existence, the Vedic practice
taught by Will and his team is cited as being
250% more effective at reducing anxiety than
any other technique, and is credited for a 42%
reduction in sleep disorders. It also naturally
increases feel-good chemicals, that in turn bring
an increased sense of wellbeing and elevate the
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mood, as well as being four times more effective
at delivering present-moment awareness than
any other technique.

Here are Will’s five ways to
beat your wedding nerves:
✦ Meditate and relax. Ideally, you
would start meditating in the months before
your wedding, as it will help you combat
stress – not to mention being 250% more
effective at reducing anxiety compared with
any other technique, as well as bringing about
a 42% reduction in sleep disorders. When you
get stressed this part of the brain goes into

" Remember why
you’re getting
married and
visualise the
future. Developing
positive thinking is without
doubt more beneficial
than dwelling on
negative tendencies."

overdrive and releases stress hormones into
your system, disrupting the body’s normal
functioning and preparing it for 'fight or flight'.
Meditation calms you down and lessens the fear
and nerves you may be feeling. It also bolsters
your confidence, leaving you more than ready
to walk down the aisle is style. Even if you've
never meditated before, or your wedding is
just days away, you can still benefit from Vedic
meditation, Will and his team offer courses over
three days.
✦Lay out everything you need
the night before. Take everything you
need and neatly lay it out somewhere obvious.
Nothing's more guaranteed to make a person
incandescent with stress than being unable to
find something! Have it all in sight and ready.
✦Designate a last-minute
planner. Learn to assign tasks. It's your
wedding so on this special day your soon-to-be
mother-in-law’s broken-down car or missing
bouquets aren't your problem. Assign your
most organised bridesmaid or family member
to tackle any last-minute and unexpected issues.
✦Exercise it off. If you're feeling jittery
and tense on the morning of your wedding day,
go for a run to reduce the anxiety. Exercising
burns away stress hormones. If you’re already
in your dress, make-up and hair all in place,
and glass of bubbly in hand, dance out your
wedding nerves with your bridesmaids. Putting
on your favourite songs, the kind you usually
reserve for preparing for a big night out, and
belting them out with your best friends is an
easy way to help you feel brilliant.
✦Remember why you’re getting
married and visualise the
future. Developing positive thinking is
without doubt more beneficial than dwelling
on negative tendencies. When we meditate,
numerous physiological and neurological
changes take place that facilitate a more
natural state of inner harmony. The by-product
of many of these processes is a completely
spontaneous level of positivity.
For more information, visit
www.willwilliamsmeditation.co.uk
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Wedding Cars of Herts
Luxury Wedding Cars for your Special Day

Bespoke and amazing events
planning for any Budget
Specialising in weddings both in the UK and abroad
Free initial consultation
Available 24/7
A range of packages to suit every need
Great discounts with suppliers

www.whatevertheweatherevents.co.uk

Phone: 01438 717007
Email: weddingcarsofherts.ds@gmail.com
weddingcarsofherts
weddingcarsofherts.co.uk

Walkies at Weddings
Walkies at Weddings is a bespoke wedding
service which involves your dog on the
biggest day of your life....

Our packages:
GOLD
- Dog boarding night before wedding - Bring your dog to
the chosen venue - Boarding wedding night
SILVER
- Dog boarding night before wedding - Bring your dog to the
chosen venue - Doggy drop off in the evening
BRONZE
- Bring your dog to the venue on your big day

Contact us for more details: Sally Rosser
Mobile: 07811 244811 sally.rosser@btinternet.com
www.walkiesatweddings.co.uk
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Wedding Rings and gifts

We have every design and will not be beaten on price.

T: 01277330007

E: info@tcrown.london

W: tcrown.london FB: tcrownlondon I: @tcrownlondon
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Grooms
Wool-and-silk Donegal Ebury
three-piece suit, £900

Suit
yourself
Stay sharp in the high-summer heat
with a modern tailored look from
Savile Row’s Chester Barrie

Navy Albemarle
worsted twill suit, £595

Pindot Albemarle
suit, £357

Blue jacquard
Eastleigh jacket, £750
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Grooms
Luxury travel
Uxbridge suit, £597

Crossweave Albemarle suit, £357

Wool/silk/linen
Ebury suit, £1,100

Blue Ebury two-piece
dinner suit, £1,500

To view the full spring/summer 2017 collection from Chester Barrie,
go to www.chesterbarrie.co.uk
autumn 2017
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Flirty Flutes

PROSECCO VAN HIRE

I’ll be there in a prosecco

Selfie Share Shot

Flirty Flutes is a Prosecco and shot
van with a bespoke photo booth
available for hire at your wedding
or party venue. We offer a unique
bar experience for any occasion,
certain to make your special day
unforgettable. Choose from our
fabulous classic camper or our
retro tear drop shot trailer - or be
extra special and have both.
Our specialities lie with pimping
your ice cold prosecco - and
a unique selfie share shot
experience certain to make your
occasion memorable.

Mob: 07967172452 | email: flirtyflutes@gmail.com
flirty_flutes
flirty flutes

ESSEX’S PREMIER PHOTO BOOTH HIRE!

Design your own unique Photo Booth exPerience:
 unlimited Props  immersive green screen
 red carpet with LeDs & Barrier  guest Book
 usB stick  DJ & candy cart available
PACkAgE 1

3 hours of unLimiteD usage

PACkAgE 2

4 hours of unLimiteD usage

prices from

£250

CONTACT OLI & NEIL ON
01621 779154 OR 07725106518

FOR MORE INFO VISIT www.PIXSgALORE.CO.uk
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Man Ice 50ml,
£44, Jimmy Choo

Grooms

Created with lime top notes
and an underlying musky
base, this fragrance evokes a
flirtatious sweetness with a rich
and woody depth. Finished in
a sophisticated design, Man
Ice is the ultimate day-tonight scent.

Invictus
50ml, £34.99,
Paco Rabanne
Invictus, combines
an energising shot of
zesty grapefruit and
yuzu top notes and
masculine base of
woody amber to create
the scent of victory.

Hugo Iced 75ml, £45, Hugo Boss
Offering a blast of ice cold freshness and
comprising a unique blend of inspiring
ingredients that empower the wearer, this
scent was formulated for the modern,
urban gentleman.

Luna Rossa Carbon 50ml,
£48.50, Prada
Prada interprets the scent of carbon in
this new fragrance; creating a new facet
of the Prada man in a casual moment.
Top notes of bergamot and pepper
are complemented by heart notes of
lavender and soil tincture and a base
of patchouli.

Heaven

scent

Make sure your man hits the right note
with one of these popular fragrances
Eternity for Men 50ml,
£45, Calvin Klein
This scent is fresh with woody
tones, making it very much a
men’s classic. The initial coolness
of the fragrance comes from a
fresh mix of green botanicals, with
a hint of lavender and mandarin.

Ralph Lauren Polo Red Extreme
75ml, £53, Ralph Lauren
This fragrance is an addictive blend of blood
orange and black ebony wood for fearless gents
who like to live life to the extreme.

Armani Code Colonia
50ml, £52, Armani
Fresh and bright, Armani Code Colonia is a
fragrance for men who have an audacious and
cool presence. Giving your man this as a gift? If
you opt for the 75ml or 125ml bottles, you can
have a message engraved on it.

All of these fragrances are available at
nationwide branches of The Perfume Shop
or online at www.theperfumeshop.com
autumn 2017
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Peter Minney
F.G Int.P.T MCMI

Professional ToasTMasTer & MasTer of CereMonies
Being a Fellow of the Guild of International Professional Toastmasters, Peter is focused on providing high quality
service and customer satisfaction - we will do everything we can to meet your expectations.
Your wedding day is one of the most memorable days of your life, so it is worth appointing a qualified Toastmaster to
ensure that everything possible will be done to make it memorable for all the right reasons.
“ I’ve learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but people will
never forget how you made them feel.”
UK Finalist and Regional Winner of the 2015, 5 Star Wedding Service Awards.
Awarded Toastmaster of the year 2016 by the Guild of International Professional Toastmasters

Tel: 01245 472414 | Mobile: 07935 185354 | Email: peterminney@onetel.com

www.guildtoastmaster.com

Please visit our website, Facebook, Linkedin and Wedding Videos on www.vimeo

Las
Vegas
theme

JaMes
BOND
theme

Scotty Fun Casino runs fun casino events for your pleasure and enjoyment with
3 casino tables available to hire – Roulette, Blackjack and 3 Card Poker. We will set up
and run the whole event so you are free to share the fun of the casino experience with
your guests.

All tables are full size professional luxury casino tables and we use a full size 32”
professional Roulette wheel, 11.5 gram chips and Las Vegas playing cards providing the
full casino experience with the thrill of gambling without losing a real penny.
DiFFErEnT ThEmES anD paCkagES, ConTaCT uS For morE DETailS

Tel: 07817 691856 | 01708 533909 | Email: scottyfuncasino@yahoo.co.uk | www.scottyfuncasino.co.uk

@ScottyFunCasino
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Award winning cake designer Becky Skinner
specialises in luxury bespoke wedding cakes.

Luxurious = Elegant = Bespoke

Wedding and celebration cakes
Blushing Rose cakes are producers of quality bespoke cakes and
cupcakes based in Essex. We create unique cakes for weddings,
special occasions or just the occasional treat. Blushing Rose Cakes
work closely alongside our clients in order to make your ideas a
reality and make your special occasion memorable.

Contact us

Tel:07773 814 523
Email: suzanne@blushingrosecakes.co.uk
www.blushingrosecakes.co.uk

Tel: 07388 055 756 www.skinnersdelight.co.uk
SkinnersDelight
skinners_delight
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Beautiful Bespoke
Wedding Cakes

07917 272 529 jipscakes@gmail.com

www.jipscakes.co.uk












   Affordable


wedding

  cakes,
  cupcake
   towers


and biscuit favours

  for
 your
  special


day



CONTACT LUCY ON

07581 397724
   info@littlelucysbakery.co.uk

   www.littlelucysbakery.co.uk

   littlelucysbakery

@LLBbraintree
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Wedding Planning

&

Raise

the roof!

Make your wedding a memorable one with SPJ’s Complete Wedding Solution package

W

ith so many ways to celebrate
on your wedding day, there’s
never been a better time to
get married. And one of the first choices
you must make is whether to have your
ceremony and/or reception at a wedding
venue or in a marquee. Wherever you
choose, SPJ Events has the marquee
knowledge and experienced team capable of
achieving your big-day dream; whether it’s a
traditional marquee in your garden
you desire, or a clear-span marquee in a
stately home that you want to make a
reality. The events planning company will
work with you to develop detailed plans,
and its team of experts will regularly meet
with you to make the entire process as easy
as possible, ensuring that you have a truly
memorable wedding.
With SPJ’s Complete Wedding Solution
package, which starts from £175 per person
(based on 100 people), having a marquee
wedding is both chic and affordable. You
and your partner can choose every element
of your day to fit your budget and fully
personalise your experience. The package
includes a clear-span or traditional marquee,
décor, furniture, DJ entertainment, catering,
drinks/bar hire, toilets, power, full event
planning and delivery staff.

SPJ’s Events Manager really enjoyed the
challenge of organising Mike and Zuzana’s
special day in June this year, which was a
Complete Wedding Solution package.
“Many more hours went into planning Mike
and Zuzana’s marquee wedding than my
own marquee wedding 10 years ago! I wish
I’d thought about live music for the drinks
reception and a magician during dinner.
The singing waiters during desserts were
a real show stopper! It was the dream
wedding to organise for a great couple in
beautiful surroundings.
Sounds pretty spectacular, doesn’t it? Don’t
just take Absolute Bridal’s word for SPJ’s
exemplary wedding planning skills; we spoke
to Mike and Zuzana who were delighted
with their big-day experiences, courtesy of
the company: “Wow! SPJ you absolutely rock!
Thank you for making our wedding day so
very special and personal! You managed every
detail of our wedding weekend from start to
finish, all with 110% effort and precision.
“The level of organisation, management and
professionalism was second to none. We’ve
been bombarded thanks from guests saying
just how perfect it was. Thank you so much
to all everyone involved.
“After getting to know you all more and
more throughout the build-up to the big day,

and of course, on the wedding day itself, we’d
both regard you all as great friends now. As
I said in my speech, you have been a
godsend and an absolute pleasure to work
with. You really made our day perfect, thank
you so much.”
Another couple who were ecstatic about
the way their big day was managed is Chris
and Hannah, who also booked a Complete
Wedding Solution package for a clear-span
marquee at Hertford Castle, complete with
a chill-out area decorated with sumptuous
fabrics and sparkle:
“SPJ was recommended to us, and the team
was so flexible, accommodating our every
request, meeting us throughout the year. We
started with the structural decisions, then
the interior, and onto room and table décor.
Throughout the process, SPJ showed total
professionalism and a wealth of knowledge.
They were honest and proactive on keeping
the costs down, and made us feel at ease. On
our wedding day, we were blown away! SPJ
had created exactly what we wanted. It was
beyond perfect.”
For bookings, enquiries and non-obligation
site visit meetings, call 01920 464 726,
email info@spjuk.com or visit the website
www.spjuk.com
AUTUMN 2017 57
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‘When I saw you I fell
in love, and you smiled
because you knew’
- William Shakespeare
You may want to get married in a location that is personal to the two of
you. Or you may have found the most perfect venue but the Registrar
isn’t available or they don’t hold a Civil Ceremony licence?
Being an Independent Wedding Celebrant I will write and conduct a
bespoke Ceremony to celebrate your love for each other incorporating
everything that is important to you.
My approach is simple, let’s get to know each other really well and find
out what you would like. You can have your Ceremony wherever you
choose, at any time and it will be entirely up to you how it flows. It can
reflect your personal beliefs and lifestyle, perhaps a fusion of faiths, a
themed affair or your take on a traditional Ceremony. Have your own
vows, ask guests to participate with readings, add prayers, music, decor
and anything else you fancy! I would be truly honoured to hear from you
and be involved in your special day.
♥ e: hello@bespokecelebrantceremonies.co.uk ♥ t: 07970 214510
♥ w: Bespokecelebrantceremonies.co.uk

Our beautiful piagio Tuk Tuk has been turning
heads at weddings, proms, parties, in the
press, on television and at promotional events
ever since we first established in 2015.
Our cool little bar is fully customisable,
and whilst we are looking at offering it as a
Prosecco bar, having 4 self cooled draught
pumps we can serve your favourite drinks ice
cold, straight from the tap - Prosecco , wine,
Pimm’s & Lemonade, craft beers, lager, cider
and more....
If you are looking to make your wedding that
little bit special and wow your guests, then we
offer a truly memorable service.

Please contact:
www.fizzandfoam.co.uk | info@fizzandfoam.co.uk
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Flowers

The f lower of

love
Beverley Nichols of Jades
Flower Designs talks about
couple consultations, summer
peonies and bright bouquets

How do you work with the couple to help
them choose their wedding flowers?

When couples first approach Jades Flower Design
to discuss wedding flowers, they’re invited to the
design studio for an initial consultation. The
first meeting is so important, and it’s a process
I really enjoy.
It’s my first opportunity to sit down with a
couple, get to know them and really understand
what their hopes are for their wedding. Sharing
this excitement and helping to make the most
important day of their life special is why I love
what I do.
The initial consultation is the time to really listen
to the couple. Before the meeting I ask them to
collect images that they’re inspired by and this
forms the creative starting point. As a team, we
view their images and I use my experience and
knowledge to suggest bespoke creations that meet
their vision, within budget. It’s
also useful for the bride
to have an idea of
the style of her
dress, as this can
often guide the
direction of
the creative
process.
At our
Coggeshall
design studio,
couples can
view images of
previous work, gain

inspiration from our portfolio and view our
extensive range of beautiful accessories such as
stone urns, willow and blossom trees and arches,
candelabras and vases to ensure that each wedding
is styled to perfection.
After the initial consultation, a detailed written
quote is sent to the couple, with photographs of
all the flowers that were suggested and designs
that were discussed.

Which in-season flowers are the best for
a summer-wedding bouquet?

Summer brides are so fortunate, as there’s so
much in-season choice at that time of year, so it
really depends on their personal style. If the bride
favours a compact, elegant style then flowers
such as hydrangeas, peonies and garden roses
provide the perfect look. If the bride wants a
loose, natural bouquet – which is proving to be
extremely popular this year – then flowers such
as sweet peas, tanacetum, astilbe, nigella and
jasmine, combined with green foliage
such as olive and rosemary create wild and
beautiful arrangements.

What do you recommend for colourful
arrangements at the venue?

Many couples are a little afraid of colour and this
is where it’s important for them to meet with an
experienced florist who can advise on appropriate
tonal harmonies. We love using our experience
to create unusual, original colour palettes,
particularly in neutral spaces such as marquees
can accommodate a lot of colour.

Summer is the perfect time to celebrate the
variety of colours that are available, from bright
dahlias to vivid delphiniums. Hot, summery
shades such as pinks, yellows and oranges can
create a fun, vibrant feel – perfect for a summer
wedding. We hope our photographs will give
colour-shy brides the confidence to be loud
and proud!

Which flowers would you say are most
popular for summer nuptials?

Summer brides tend to love soft, romantic
blooms such as peonies and garden roses with
their feminine frills and gorgeous scents.

What trends are emerging in wedding
flowers right now?

Couples are all looking for bespoke designs
which are unique to their wedding. Flowers are
becoming the main focus at weddings, more so
than ever before and ambitious installations such
as floral chandeliers, hanging florals and even wild
arrangements that seem as though they’re growing
up from the floor, are frequently being requested.
Again, it’s important to choose an experienced
florist. I’ve worked as a floral designer for more
than 20 years and can use my design experience
to create large, breath-taking arrangements and
installations that complement and maximise the
beauty of each venue.
For enquiries call 01376 563 111, email
flowers@jadesflowers.co.uk or visit
www.jadesflowers.co.uk
spring/summer
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Stationery
BIG TOP

Inspired by circus
posters of old, the Big
Top range features a fun
design with a romantic
twist. The sunburst motif
with a heart at its centre
can be printed in
any one of our 42
standard colours.
With on-theday stationery
also available,
this collection
is perfect for
really setting
the scene.

TWEET

“The pretty 19th-century
illustrations, combined
with an ultra-modern font,
makes the Tweet collection
one of Sarah’s most striking
designs. This is a mix ’n’
match collection with four
designs to choose from.
It’s ideal for couples that
are looking for something
contemporary with a hint of
vintage, and is suitable for
almost any colour scheme.”

Looking good on

paper
Paper Rose Designs’ Sarah Chudley talks
to us about wedding stationery trends,
foiling and her current collection

CALLIGRAPHY

What inspires your design process?
Inspiration for my designs can come from absolutely anywhere. I follow the
world of fashion, interior and graphic design, as well as international wedding
blogs and Instagram accounts. There’s an overlap in all of the creative
industries with colours, textures and styles filtering from one to the other. In
the real world, flowers, packaging, landscapes and even food can inspire me. I
use the memo app on my phone a lot to try and keep track of everything!

PETAL

“A classically elegant
design, the Petal line
features elaborate text
and diamanté detailing.
This line is available
in any combination
of Paper Rose’s 42
standard colours.”

What new wedding stationery trends and products have you
identified over the past year?
Monograms are proving popular this year. Couples are enjoying adding a
touch of personalisation to their stationery designs. Many of the Paper Rose
collections feature monograms on the reverse of the RSVP, as well as on
several on-the-day items. The vintage trend is still going strong, as is the love
of metallic. The silver option from my Sparkle collection has been the most
requested this year.
I’ve seen lots of interest in the new mini-tag product I’ve introduced this year.
Each personalised tag comes with almost a metre of ribbon. Couples are
using them to tie their invitations or RSVPs together in a lovely package for
their guests to untie, or as alternatives to traditional place cards.
What can we expect from the next Paper Rose
Designs collection?
I’ve recently started working with a new printing company that can offer
me many more options than before. I’ll be using more foil, not just the
text but in the design too. I love geometric patterns and foiling will work
perfectly to create a luxurious, contemporary feel. I don’t
currently have a truly vintage-style collection so I’m working on
pretty, lace inspired design. I also did some hand-drawn work as
part of a bespoke order last year, so I’d like to incorporate more
of that too. My aim is to launch the fresh designs in time for the
autumn/winter season’s wedding shows. I have a busy summer
ahead, but fortunately I love what I do!

a

“Simple, elegant and
beautiful, the latest
addition to the Paper
Rose family is the
Calligraphy collection. It
uses two contemporary
fonts to make a subtle
but effective statement.
Available in all our
standard colours, there’s
also the option of gold,
silver, rose gold or
copper foil lettering.”

SPARKLE

“The Sparkle range
is all about the
typography. The fonts
take centre stage,
with the sparkling
borders adding just
the right amount of
elegant glamour. A
variety of colours –
none of which shed
glitter – are available
- soft gold and silver
have been popular
choices this season.”

For more details on Paper Rose Designs’ collections, visit www.paper-rose-designs.co.uk
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Venue styling

Thomas Harper, Hirings Team Leader
at award-winning Chelmsford venue,
Hylands House shares his advice on
the latest décor trends to enhance
your wedding

As wedding seasons change, fresh styling
ideas emerge. This year, there are three
clear favourites looks I’ve identified
through planning dream big days for our
couples at Hylands.

Gareth Newstead Photography

Enchanting green

Walls look stunning when they’re covered
with green foliage and flowers. This allows
the freshness and perfume of British
blooms effectively bring the garden into
the venue. These enchant the senses
and give people an even extra boost of
wellbeing and happiness.
You can add floral touches throughout.
Flower arches at entrances to reception
spaces offer immediate wow factor, while
scattered flower petals on tables and
exotic, green-plant centrepieces will look
wonderful with either white or pastel
green tablecloths.
A magical woodland theme can be
reflected on tables too, using twigs and
rustic crates, as well as name-card holders
designed to look like apples, painted
birds, flowers and plants.
If like Hylands House, your wedding
venue has terraces opening out into the
gardens, the green theme can be extended
by decorating these spaces with small trees
or shrubs. If there’s acres of parkland too,
then all the better for your guests to enjoy
walking in beautiful natural surroundings

and for you, as a backdrop to spectacular
photography.

High romance

Gentle hues of soft blue, greens and lilacs
are used to decorate walls and tables along
with delicate white flower arrangements
for a soft romantic appeal.
All wedding venues – like Hylands House
– are romantic in their own right, with
a variety of beautiful settings complete
with winsome details, such as sweeping
staircases, ornate chandeliers and terraces.
All the romance of you as a couple can be
reflected in items that mean something to
you both, perhaps using maps or vintage
suitcases for table plans and name-card
holders to mirror your love of travel.
Heritage items such as vintage teacups
and tablecloths also add a nostalgic
narrative to the day.

"Walls look
stunning when
they’re covered
with green
foliage and
flowers."

Richard Hammerton

Photograph by Dan

Eyeshine Photography

With
complements

All that glitters

Gold accents are a huge trend. Shining
metallic shades can be opulent but
tasteful, playful yet awe-inspiring. These
shimmers can be contained in the venue
itself with decorated ceiling and walls,
and as an exquisite backdrop to romantic,
fairy-tale themes. In terms of details, there
could be gold vases on the table, gold
LED candle holders and gold-coloured
ribbons and napkins to add to the sparkle.

MORE INFORMATION
For more details on Hylands House’s all-new contemporary Grand Pavilion – which can accommodate up
to 300 people – go to www.hylandsestateweddings.co.uk. Set in 500 acres of parkland, the Grade II-listed
Georgian manor caters for both large weddings and more intimate nuptials.
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Signature Weddings & Events provides professional wedding and event planning services for all types of functions
throughout Cambridgeshire, Bedfordshire, Suffolk and Essex.
We will create the wedding or event you have always dreamed of, leaving you to enjoy every minute of your special day, safe in the
knowledge that we have thought of every eventuality, every tiny detail and will ensure the smooth running of your day.
Whether you want some design ideas to get you started, help on the day itself, or someone
to create and organise the whole event, we are here to help.

To book a consultation, please call us on the numbers below or see our website for further details of the range of services that we can offer.

Tel: 07891310270 Office: 01954 780894

www.signatureweddingsandevents.co.uk

Email: info@signatureweddingsandevents.co.uk www.facebook.com/signatureweddingsevents.co.uk
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Real wedding

How heidi
& shane said

“

I do

”

Heidi, 25 and Shane, 28 decided
that Hanbury Manor’s grandeur
and period character made it the
perfect venue for their wedding day

S

hane first met me after helping build a
stage for a show I was performing in at
college. We didn't actually start talking until
a few years later, when we got introduced properly
by mutual friends.

We chose to marry in early spring because it’s
earlier than the high wedding season, which
makes it a lot cheaper. The day was clear and the
sun was shining, so you don’t need summer months
to have the nice weather!

Two years after we got together, Shane proposed
to me in St Albans Cathedral. It’s a place we liked
to visit because of the scenery and the nearby waffle
house. I had a vague idea that it was coming because
he had been asking questions leading up to my 21st
birthday, but I was still surprised when he got down
on one knee in the lady chapel, shaking with nerves,
and popped the question.

I had my two sisters and my two best friends as
bridesmaids. My other best friend was meant to
be the fifth one, but as she was pregnant and her
due date was the week before the wedding, she
wasn’t able to perform her bridesmaid duties! They
wore long, elegant dresses in royal blue and blush
pink with a trailing bow at the back. Choosing
was difficult as the original dresses that I’d wanted
went out of season. So I ended up buying around
25 dresses on Asos and trying them on with my
friends until we found the ones we loved. I liked
that each girl had their hair done differently, but as
they all had a plait, the looks came together.

I feel in love with Hanbury Manor when I went
to a wedding fair there two years before the
wedding. As soon as I walked in I said that I would
get married there. It was a perfect fit for Shane and
I; a grand venue with heaps of character. It left both
of us speechless when we visited together.

We had a DJ, a photobooth and my friend kindly

autumn 2017
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Real wedding

supplied a sweetcart. We had a harpist playing
as the guests arrived, she played Concerning
Hobbits for Shane as he said this helped him
chill out! He's a big Lord of the Rings fan.
During the reception, we had a lot of ’50s rock
’n’ roll. I have a lot of jivers in my family, so
made sure that the DJ played music that would
get them on the dancefloor. Then we had to
have a garage and old skool hour, followed by
Guns ’n’ Roses. I know, it sounds like a very
mixed bag!
We had Baby I Love Your Way by Big
Mountain as our first dance and we're so glad
we chose this. Not only do we love this song,
but everyone was on the dancefloor grinning
and singing their heart out and ever. It was a
beautiful moment
The most memorable moment for me was
our first dance, but there were many other special
moments. Sitting at the top table with all our guests
and hearing all the love that went into the speeches
made us feel so blessed to have such amazing friends
and family. One of the talking points was definitely
Shane’s speech; he barely got a word out through his
tears, he had the whole room crying – even the men.
The funniest part of the day was when the
registrar asked if there was any reason for us

66
66

not to marry and my young cousin shouted out,
“Heidi is a princess!” Another hilarious moment
was when my friend – who had a broken leg – still
managed to make it onto the dancefloor for Beyoncé
– that’s commitment!
My step-mum, Lisa made the day extra-special
with all the help she gave us from day one. She
was my left arm through the whole thing. Also,
my friends Emma and Jaz who kept me from
going crazy. The staff at the venue were fantastic
for keeping Shane calm on the morning of the
wedding – they made sure everything was OK and if
we needed anything they sorted it out straight away.
My florist was incredible too, I just let her roll with
my colour scheme and ideas, and what she supplied
was better than I could have ever asked for. All of the
colours tied together; when Shane decided to go for
a dark burgundy tie at the last minute I was afraid
it wouldn’t go with anything but she had already
incorporated this colour into my bouquet! It was as
if she was psychic.
My advice to other couples getting married is to
do it exactly how you want to, don’t be swayed by
what other people think you should have. Enjoy
yourselves and the moment, it will be the best day of
your life. You also don’t have to go over the top and
spend crazy money; a bit of imagination, shopping
about and taking in lots of ideas really helps.

ABSOLUTE BRIDAL
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heidi and shane's

Little Black Book
Bride’s dress:
Charlotte Balbier at Confetti Bridalwear
confettibridalwear.co.uk
Hair:
Holly Goddard
facebook.com/hollysimonehair/
Make-up:
Aimee Durtnall
instagram.com/makeupbyaimeedurtnall
Bridesmaids’ dresses:
ASOS asos.com
Groom’s suit:
Jennis & Warmann
jennisandwarmann.co.uk
Venue:
Hanbury Manor marriot.co.uk
Venue styling:
Jazz It Up Wedding & Party Decor
facebook.com/Jazzitupuk
Wedding cake:
Lincy Creations
lincycreations.co.uk
Flowers:
Lilac & Willow Flowers
lilacandwillowflowers.co.uk
Entertainment:
Just Sm;)e justsmile.co.uk
Photography:
Joan Jellett Photography joanjellett.com
autumn 2017
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Kelly’s Handmade Chocolate
Beautiful handmade chocolates for your special day

r

r

Please contact Kelly for more details
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Tel: 07714 952282
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Wedding Packages from £995
Bespoke packages also available
SIZE:
Ceremonies from 6 to 820 guests
Wedding Breakfast sit down up to 300 guests
Wedding Evening Reception from 6 to1000 guests

For a Wedding with a diﬀerence, the
Princes Theatre is unique and makes
the ideal venue. From traditional &
sophisticated to dramatic & theatrical
the Princes Theatre oﬀers packages
to suit all types.
Telephone our wedding Co-ordinator to
arrange a viewing – 01255 686026
@PrincesWeddings /
PrincesTheatreWeddings
weddings@tendringdc.gov.uk

Your perfect day...

HEDINGHAMCASTLE.CO.UK
HALSTEAD, ESSEX 01787 460261
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BBQ & BUFFET PACKAGE FOR 100 PEOPLE FOR 2017-18 FROM £3,995

WEEKEND
PACKAGE
60 daytime guests
60 evening guests
2017 - £6,245
2018 - £6,545

DE-LUXE WEEKEND

PACKAGE
60 daytime guests
60 evening guests
2017 - £8,295
2018 - £8,595

Call 01277 373828
for a Viewing

072_AB26.indd 72

WEEKDAY
PACKAGE

50 daytime guests
50 evening guests
2017 - £4,950
2018 - £5,195 (Mon-Thur)
- £5,695 (Fri)

DE-LUXE WEEKDAY

PACKAGE

50 daytime guests
50 evening guests
2017 - £6,450
2018 - £6,750 (Mon-Thur)
- £7,450 (Fri)

Last Minute Deluxe Packages, Call for
availability. BOOK TODAY & GET
UP TO £1000 OFF YOUR WEDDING.
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Oh, what a night!
Hanbury Manor celebrates the unveiling of a new
development and gifts one lucky couple with a
£10,000 dream wedding

L

uxury Hertfordshire
venue Hanbury Manor
Marriott Hotel and
Country Club, set on the
outskirts of Ware, hosted
an open evening with a
difference on Thursday 22nd June: it gave one
lucky couple the prize of a £10,000 wedding,
while also unveiling news of a £1.7million
investment to its meeting and events facilities
in 2018.
On the night, each visiting couple was
presented with a personalised passport which
they had stamped during their tour across
the resort, viewing bedrooms and restaurants,
spa and event space, and whilst walking the
beautifully manicured grounds. The passport
was then placed in the lucky prize draw to win
the £10,000 wedding.
Hanbury Manor worked with five handpicked suppliers, which included Expressions
Photography, Emily-Jane Cakes, Dress in
Love, Secret Garden Florists and SPJ Event
Entertainment who all generously offered
prizes on the night, allowing five couples to
also walk away with gifts including: free LED
up-lighting, a bridal bouquet and buttonhole,
a £100 cake voucher, a pendant and necklace,

and a £295 pre-wedding photo shoot.
Lucky bride-to-be Carly Barnes, who brought
her mother and aunt to the event, won the
top prize of a £10,000 wedding. Delighted
by her prize, Carly said, “I can’t believe I’ve
actually won, this is the first time I’ve ever won
anything – I’m thrilled and so excited!” Carly is
marrying her fiancé Scott and couldn’t wait to
share the news with him. The newly-engaged
couple will now start planning their wedding
with the Hanbury Manor wedding team.
Simon Dowell, Director of Sales and Marketing
of Hanbury Manor says, “In a world of
scepticism and uncertainty it’s wonderful to be
able to gift to a couple, positively impacting
their lives. We’re delighted that the event
was such a success for all whom attended.
Everyone shared our delight with the planned
renovations, which will be completed by
April 2018.”
The renovations, which will see the quartrefoil
basin – formerly the focal point of the now
removed rose garden – become the centre
of Hanbury Manor’s revamped events and
conference area. The geometric form of the
structure is both classic and contemporary,
making it a perfect complement to the period
hotel’s other details. Simon continues, “With
an unparalleled relevance and opportunity to
bring back a part of the history that’s so deep
within Hanbury Manor, this form can blend
the details and allow us to create something
very special.”
Hanbury Manor offers all the services and
special touches that couples can expect from a
five-star resort and venue, making it the perfect
place to celebrate with your loved ones. From
pre-wedding relaxation in the award-winning
Spa and Health Club to planning the most
lavish of wedding receptions, it has it all. Its
fabulous certified wedding coordinators will

always be on hand to ensure every little detail
on the day is perfect, offering you advice on
everything from suppliers to menu choices, and
supporting you throughout the whole wedding
planning process to make sure that your dream
nuptials become a reality.
booking it
For more information on Hanbury Manor’s
packages, or to speak with someone
from the wedding planning team,
call 01920 487 772 or email
sales.hanburymanor@marriotthotels.com
HanburyManor
@hanburyManor
@HanburyManorMarriott
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A stunning 15c Barn set in the heart of the Essex
countryside. If you are looking for a very special
wedding venue, with an intimate atmosphere, that’s
exclusively yours, and oﬀers every couple a very
personal service then Crabbs Barn is the perfect choice.
As a family owned and run business, with superb
accommodation for every bride and groom and their
chosen guests, we are committed to ensuring that your
special day is everything you have dreamed of.

Cranes Lane, Kelvedon CO5 9AX
01376 572643
weddings@crabbsbarn.co.uk
www.crabbsbarn.co.uk
www.facebook.com/Crabbs-Barn
www.instagram.com/crabbsbarnweddingvenue/
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The idyllic racecourse grounds, along with the modern venue spaces, mean Chelmsford
City Racecourse is the ideal location for your wedding reception.

Chelmsford City Racecourse, Great Leighs, Chelmsford, Essex, CM3 1QP
www.chelmsfordcityracecourse.com
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All for you
P

S

Have a fabulously personal big day – or night – at That Amazing Place

et in the idyllic Essex
countryside, That Amazing
Place is one of Essex’s
newest leading wedding
venues. Best suited to
couples seeking a blank canvas for truly
bespoke nuptials, the Grade II listed manor
house offers a picturesque backdrop of
rolling grounds, a lake, long driveway and an
enchanting secret gated garden – elements
which all add to the ultimate intimate
wedding space.

TAILOR-MADE FOR YOU
That Amazing Place’s team understands how
important your big day is and will be on
hand to accommodate you and your partner’s
wishes, as well as offer the necessary advice,
inspiration and passion to help turn the
venue into your personal dream wedding.
With a flexible approach to all personalisation
ideas and quirky themes, they’ll assist with
everything from organising an intimate
barbecue with bubbly by the lake, to erecting
bohemian tipis across the grounds for the
reception party. The team know that this
celebration is one you’ll cherish forever, and
are willing to help, whether you’d just like

some handy tips on how to make the most of
the space, or you want someone to take care
of all of planning for you.

dedicated event manager to help with the
whole planning process. Prices start from just
£6,135 for 60 guests.

CELEBRATE GOOD TIMES

SWEET DREAMS

As That Amazing Place is licensed for civil
ceremonies, couples can take their vows in
one of the manor’s two elegant reception
rooms: either the Lakeview Lounge, with its
beautiful sash windows and – as the name
suggests – awe-inspiring view of the lake,
which can seat up to 60 of your nearest
and dearest; or The Hall, which boasts high
ceilings, a dramatic mirrored wall and a
capacity for 100 guests. When it comes to
the wedding breakfast – which you can have
tailor-made to your specifications by carefully
selected outside providers – the manor’s
exquisite reception rooms can seat up to
80 people. Alternatively, there is the option
to extend the house’s space with a marquee
structure facing onto the lake for both
the ceremony and reception celebrations.
However, if you fancy something with more
homespun charm, you can marry al fresco
under the garden’s oak tree.

The luxury doesn’t stop when the clock
strikes midnight. That Amazing Place offers
luxurious accommodation for loved ones.
After dancing the night away, the manor
house offers space for 23 overnight guests
and the newlyweds. Whilst the bride and
groom can enjoy the comfort of a king-size
bed for their first night as husband and wife,
their closest friends and family can relax in
complete privacy. With the added luxury of
exclusive access to the steam room, sauna,
treatment space and an outdoor hot tub on
your wedding night, That Amazing Place
really does have it all.

THE TWILIGHT HOUR
Now, couples can book the venue for a less
formal evening wedding reception, starting
with a late afternoon ceremony, followed by a
canapé reception and delicious evening buffet.
That Amazing Place’s brand-new Twilight
Wedding package includes exclusive use of
the building and its grounds, the ceremony,
reception drinks (three per person), canapés
(six per person), a two-course fork buffet,
prosecco for toasting speeches (one per
person), a DJ for evening reception, a cake
stand and knife, table decorations, tables,
chairs, table linen and, most importantly, a

FOR MORE INFORMATION
To find out more, email
enquiries@thatamazingplace.co.uk, call
07955 940 532, or visit the website
www.thatamazingplace.co.uk
thatamazingplaceuk
@TAPintothat
@thatamazingplace
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......the perfect place to say ‘I do’
A luxurious country house hotel, built around a
magnificent mansion dating back to 1448 and now
a Grade 1 listed building.
Hintlesham Hall is widely recognised as one of the most
prestigious and romantic wedding venues in Suffolk and has
everything you require for your perfect day.
Every wedding is unique and our experienced Events Team
will passionately work with you from your initial enquiry
to the day itself to create your dream wedding.
Coupled with the Hall’s reputation for excellent food,
friendly and attentive service, luxury surroundings and
memorable photo opportunities, all blend together to
ensure you have a truly special day.
We offer a flexible range of Wedding Packages including
Exclusive Use of the Hall.
Book an appointment to tour this beautiful wedding venue
with Tracy or Julie to discuss your personal requirements.

Call us today on 01473 652334 or contact
tracy.carter@hintleshamhall.com
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Once upon a time
Have your happily-ever-after at
beautiful Clearwell Castle

S

et within the spectacular
Forest of Dean, Clearwell
Castle provides the perfect
fairy tale setting for your
wedding day dreams to come true. From
its acres of manicured lawns and wooded
surrounds to the lake and the Grade II listed
Gothic Revival mansion’s striking architecture,
the venue offers a photogenic backdrop to
proceedings. Located in Gloucestershire, it’s
just 20 minutes from the Severn Crossing and
45 minutes from Bristol, Cheltenham and
Gloucester, making it easily accessible from all
directions for guests across the UK.

STRICTLY BALLROOM
Clearwell Castle’s magnificent Ballroom is
licensed for civil ceremonies and boasts a 75ft

Clearwell Castle
in a nutshell

 Exclusive use of the venue for the day
 Capacity for 250 reception guests
 Beautiful Forest of Dean setting
 Two-day wedding package available
 LED starlit dance floor
aisle – allowing the bride to really make an
entrance. It offers a serene setting that’s usually
only found in churches, which is created by
the ornate leaded glass windows and raised
dais at one end. The Ballroom seats up to 160
people for the wedding breakfast. There are
also several other grand and elegant reception
rooms for your guests to enjoy. As the entire
house and grounds are exclusively yours, there’s
capacity for up to 250 guests for the evening
wedding reception and party.

to stay on the wedding night. Meanwhile,
there are 15 beautiful bedrooms within the
mansion house and grounds which are reserved
exclusively for you on your wedding night,
ensuring the perfect end to your perfect day
at Clearwell Castle. There are also beautiful
properties within the grounds for the bridal
party and groomsmen to stay in the night
before the big day. If one day is simply not
enough, couples can easily upgrade to one of
the venue’s Two Day Wedding packages.

UPSTAIRS DOWNSTAIRS
New for this year is the Cellar Bar, now
complete with a white LED starlit dance floor.
It’s been completely revamped to create the
perfect setting to dance the night away in style
– making it a perfect space is for a fun, family
evening reception.

TWICE THE FUN
Another new addition is the Clear Well, which
offers a further 20 bedrooms within walking
distance of the castle, ideal for guests who want

For more information
Call 01594 832 320, email
info@clearwell-castle.co.uk or visit
www.clearwell-castle.co.uk
clearwellcastleweddingvenue
@chweddings
@countryhouseweddings
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Wedding Fa
yre
22nd October 20
17
11am until 4pm

Free enTry

FORRESTER PARK

Let us help you turn your wedding dreams into reality

Stunning venue ~ Welcoming staff ~ Great food
But don’t just take our word for it …
“Forrester Park is an incredibly scenic and welcoming venue for a
wedding. The outside location for the service feels very private and
cosy. The reception room again is very intimate but can easily host a
party of 80. Now for what makes this venue stand out from the rest.
The staff are excellent and cannot do enough to make your day one to
remember. Katie who handles the whole process from start to
ﬁnish seems to be on hand 24/7 and conducts the day of the event
in a cool calm way that puts the parties minds to rest.
She is an absolute diamond.” Malcolm Woolston, July 2017
Katie, our wedding co-ordinator, would love to hear from you!
Call her on 01621 891406 or email katie@forrester-park.co.uk

Forrester Park, Great Totham, nr Maldon, Essex CM9 8EA
www.forrester-park.co.uk/weddings

084_AB26.indd 84

“Our day was absolutely perfect, couldn’t have gone
any better and we had the most amazing wedding day.
The staff were all fantastic, especially Katie who has
been there to answer any questions since before we
even booked our wedding, who reassured us (me!) that
everything would be ﬁne. The grounds are beautiful, the
outdoor ceremony area is stunning. We would deﬁnitely
recommend Forrester Park to anyone looking for the
perfect venue for their wedding day. Thank you so much
for helping to make our day everything we dreamed of!
xxx” Mandi and Scott, June 2017
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Beam with pride
Have a barnstorming big day on the beautiful Channels Estate

S

ituated to the east of the Channels Estate, just
north of Chelmsford and on the outskirts of
the picturesque village of Little Waltham, is
Channels. The beautifully restored 17th century
thatched Essex barn is an idyllic spot for your special
day. The charming wedding venue is set in tranquil
surroundings, with large outside areas, a fountain and
an avenue of mature trees. With years of experience,
Channels’ organised and professional wedding
coordinators and head chefs will ensure your big-day
dreams come true.

VERSATILE VOWS

Whether you and your partner would prefer a
traditional church wedding or a more modern civil
ceremony, the Essex barn would make a wonderful
venue for your special day. Couples can tie the knot
under the beautiful thatched cart house set in the
stunning ceremonial gardens. With antique pews
and spectacular views across the Essex countryside,
it’s a very popular option for weddings. The
capacity for a civil ceremony is 120, with 60 spaces
being seated. If you’d prefer indoor nuptials, the
characterful barn offers capacity for up to 90 seated
guests and 100 in total.

FLORA AND FAUNA

With the newly refurbished garden now complete,
there’s even more reason to embrace the great
outdoors of Channels to enhance your big-day
entertainment. It’s a fantastic space for live music,
children’s games and photo opportunities. When it
comes to reliving the memories made on this special
occasion, the photos taken in this tranquil venue’s
surroundings – with its extensive grounds, fountain,
lily pond and avenue of mature trees – will provide a
beautiful wedding memento.

LITTLE WONDER

While many venues ask for a minimum number
of guests, the Courtyard Suite at Little Channels

– Channel’s sister events space situated to the west
of the estate – requires no such commitment. The
delightful 19th-century farm complex and private
flagstone courtyard is the perfect intimate setting for
the best day of your life. Seating up to 90 people for
your wedding breakfast, the Courtyard Suite ensures
your guests aren’t lost in an oversized room. If you
decide you’d like to host your ceremony here before
the reception, it has a seated capacity for 70 guests.
Little Channels also offers a tailor-made service,
allowing you to personalise proceedings to you and
your beloved’s specifications.

FOOD, GLORIOUS FOOD

Channels’ exquisite hospitality extends to its fine
dining and drinks menu. You can choose the
welcome drinks for your guests from a varied
cocktail list which includes everything from sparkling
wine and Champagne to Kir Royales and Winter
Pimms’ with dried ginger. Beverages are accompanied
by a selection of up to five different canapés.
The wedding breakfast is a four-course culinary
masterpiece, with the experienced chefs rustling up
starters, mains, vegetarian dishes and sumptuous
desserts, as well as an evening buffet later on.
Want to opt for something a little less traditional?
The catering team also offers the less formal, but
still very popular, hand-carved buffet option. If you
really want to get your guests talking, you can swap
the wedding breakfast or evening buffet for
a barbecue.

CALL IT A NIGHT

Within the grounds of Channels is Channels Lodge,
a four-star Gold Award luxurious hotel with 17 ensuite bedrooms, including two superb Honeymoon
Suites – perfect for hosting a party of guests on the
wedding night.
Channels is the sister company to Little Channels
which is situated on the west of the Estate and
provides a more intimate wedding venue.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call 01245 440 005, email
sales@channelsestate.co.uk or visit
www.channelsestate.co.uk
channelsestate
@ChannelsCE
@Channels_essex
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Make sure everyone gets a memento of your big day by hiring a photo
booth. Guests will get their own informal snaps with the bride and
groom, or with friends and family, and get a professional print to take
away with them. You will get a full set of all the pictures on a USB
stick after the event, plus a second print for a photo book with selected
hires. You can even arrange for an hour of video recording on certain
photo booth hires, allowing your guests to each leave you a special
message as you start your new life together.

PK PHOTO BOOTHS

02088600270 | info@pkphotobooths.co.uk | www.pkphotobooths.co.uk
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A Unique & Historic Venue

Order our NEW brochure today
T: 01622 870801
E: weddings@thehopfarm.co.uk
The Hop Farm, Paddock Wood, Kent
www.thehopfarmvenue.co.uk
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Real wedding

How laura
& laku said

“

I do

”

Laura, 24 and Laku, 34 chose
Chelmsford’s Reid Rooms for its
rustic charm and beautiful grounds

W

e met when I was a student
nurse doing a placement on his
ward. Laku works as a healthcare
assistant on an elderly ward; seeing how loving
and caring he was to all the old ladies is what did
it for me! He’s also very cheeky and confident
which aren’t traits that usually attract me to
someone, so he took me by surprise. He liked
that I was quiet and caring – and my eyes
apparently! We overcame a lot of emotional
obstacles at the beginning of our relationship,
which made us very close and strong as a result.
We got engaged after a year and half of dating.
We loved watching Don’t Tell The Bride together
from very early on in our relationship, so I
wasn't surprised that it didn't take very long. I
think all men secretly love Don’t Tell The Bride!
Laku proposed to me in the early hours of the
morning on my birthday. I was surprised, but
had had some suspicions as he’d asked me to take
him shopping to buy me birthday presents the
night before but came out with nothing and said
he couldn’t find anything – he’d secretly bought
the ring – which I thought was odd, as surely

you can always find something for a woman!
He proposed in our bedroom by telling me to
close my eyes and was down on one knee when
I opened them. He was so nervous that he just
handed me the box and let me open it myself.
We loved The Reid Rooms because it’s such
a naturally beautiful venue that doesn’t need
much decorating: wooden beams on the
ceiling, flowers everywhere, Essex countryside.
It’s very personal and vintage wedding venue
with a relaxed feel. We don't like modern things;
we prefer a rustic atmosphere. We wanted
something intimate and cosy which is exactly
what The Reid Rooms are.
We never wanted a summer wedding as we’re
not really fans of the heat, especially in a suit
or tight dress when you’re already nervous.
Also, all the flowers and trees are coming into
bloom in the springtime, so having an April big
day made for some lovely photos.
I had two flower girls in matching dresses;
my little cousin Ruby and Laku’s best friend’s
daughter Amaya. My best friend Mia was my

autumn 2017
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maid of honour and my cousin Chloe was my
bridesmaid. They had different pink dresses which
were similar in colours, so they still complemented
each other nicely. My mum had a pink-and-cream
dress which also suited the colour scheme so well.
We had an amazing artist called James Ford
singing during the ceremony and up until the
wedding breakfast; everyone loved him and kept
asking us for his details. The sweet table seemed
to please a lot of people – as well as our cake,
which I didn’t even get a slice of! I'm clearly still
not over this. We also hired some LOVE letters
for the dancefloor, which aren’t really essential
for a wedding, but did look really lovely and
was especially nice for people to get fun pictures
with. During the day we went for some popular
Motown and jazz tunes, with some current artists
such as Ed Sheeran, then in the evening we had a
playlist of our favourite party songs including
some hip hop, R&B and popular Afro beats we’d
compiled earlier.
We’re both very shy deep down and hate
attention, so having all eyes on us was very
stressful but the prosecco – or Jack Daniels in
Laku’s case – definitely helped! I’d been so worried
about the little things but on the day itself, you tend
to relax and think ‘well, what will be will be and

90

what’s not done or forgotten will work itself out, it’s
too late to change now!’
We’re both very family orientated, so looking
around and seeing both our families which
are from very different backgrounds, as well as
our friends, laughing and enjoying the day all
together was an amazing feeling that we'll cherish
forever. Laku said that seeing me coming down the
aisle in my dress was the moment that stood out
most for him. Other memorable moments included
my tipsy speech, Laku losing his speech and having
to improvise and me breaking down during our first
dance.
Everyone said that it was lovely to see all different
kinds of food and cultures celebrated together.
Most of our food was Greek, as we love the country’s
food and culture, but we also had Indian food and
African food. No one could complain about the
variety of offer!
There were quite a few highlights for me. The
first was Laku sending me beautiful flowers on the
morning of the wedding. Walking into the ceremony
room and down the aisle with my mum was very
special for me. Having James Ford sing KC & JoJo’s
All My Life while I walked down the aisle made it
even more perfect.

ABSOLUTE BRIDAL
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Real wedding

laura & laku's

Little Black Book

Bride’s dress:
Wed2B wed2b.co.uk
Bridesmaids’ dresses:
Amazon amazon.co.uk
Hair:
SCP Hair facebook.com/SCPhairdressing/
Make-up:
courtesy of Lois Reynolds
Groom’s suit:
Moss Bros moss.co.uk
Venue:
Reid Rooms thereidrooms.co.uk
LOVE letters:
Mode Entertainment facebook.com/
Mode-Entertainment-30128040164
Flowers:
Bespoke Wedding Designs
www.bespokeweddingdesigns.co.uk
Wedding cake:
Cake Guy cakeguy.co.uk
Personalised cake topper:
Lucy’s Toppers facebook.com/Lucystoppers
Catering:
The Big Fat Greek Barbecue Company
bfgbbqco.com
DJ:
Jeremy Durrant jeremydurrant.com
Singer:
James Ford jamesfordonline.com
Photography:
New Pixels newpixelsevents.co.uk
autumn 2017
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Wedding Car Hire in Clacton-on-Sea &
Surrounding Areas of Essex
We supply luxury and classic cars for the
most important day of your life, making it
a truly memorable occasion.
Custom Wedding Cake Toppers, completely
personalised to you and to your wedding day.

 Luxury Wedding Transport  Executive Hire
 Prom Cars  Chauffeur Driven Wedding Cars
 Theatre Trip Transport  Race Day Transportation
07715 663 358 | luxuryandclassicweddingcar.com
luxuryandclassicweddingcars@hotmail.com

T: 07891 517323 | E: lucy@lucyscaketoppers.co.uk
www.lucystoppers.com

LONDON EVENT PHOTOS.
londoneventphotos.co.uk
What makes us different?

Part Photobooth,
part Photoshoot…….
Have our photostudio at your wedding reception and let your guests
take away instant fun photo memories of your special day.

ESTABLISHED IN 2005 WE PRIDE OURSELVES ON PROVIDING CUSTOMERS WITH
THE BEST ENTERTAINMENT EXPERIENCE POSSIBLE. OUR AIM IS TO MAKE THE
BIGGEST DAY OF YOUR LIFE AN EVENT TO REMEMBER.

You’ve been busy planning, co-ordinating, inviting and creating. It’s
going really well and you’re excited for the occasion to arrive…

Oh, hang on.
Something’s missing… Maybe you don’t even know what that is yet?
All you know for sure is that you want to dazzle and delight those
guests of yours – but how?
Well wait a minute, you’ve actually gone and figured it out already.
You’ve unearthed exactly what you’ve been looking for this entire time
– us! No matter what the occasion, London Event Photos can certainly
dazzle and delight – in fact, we insist upon it.

Ultimate Entertainment

Please call Peter 07785461377
Or email37
info@londoneventphotos.co.uk
East Bridge Road

South Woodham Ferrers
Essex
CM3 5SB

Please mention Absolute Bridal Magazine for details of our special offer

092_AB26.indd 88

YOUR WEDDING DAY IS THE MOST IMPORTANT DAY OF YOUR LIFE. THERE IS
NOTHING BETTER THAN CONFIRMING YOUR LOVE IN FRONT OF YOUR FRIENDS AND
FAMILY. THERE REALLY IS NO BETTER REASON TO HAVE A CELEBRATION. WE OFFER A
SPECIALIST SERVICE DESIGNED TO MAKE YOUR DAY AS MEMORABLE AS POSSIBLE.

T: 01245 328015 M: 07828 827759
Specialist
Wedding DJ
E: JAMES@ULTIMATEENTERTAINMENT.ORG.UK
FOLLOW US ON: FACEBOOK OR TWITTER

www.ultimateentertainment.org.uk
19/08/2017 16:27

The moment you walk over the threshold you’ll realise
that Prested Hall is different and special.

Exclusively yours with its 14 beautiful bedrooms,
fine period interiors, a pretty gazebo outside
and a traditional marquee in summer.
Prested is known for its stunning parkland setting,
its delicious food, relaxed welcoming atmosphere
and its wonderful staff who go that extra mile for
every couple, making Prested one of the most
popular wedding venues in Essex.

www.prested.co.uk | weddings@prested.com | 01376 573300
Prested Hall_FPA_AB26.indd 1
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Stock Florist
...from the heart

WORKING IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

01277 840350

094_AB26.indd 94

enquiries@stockflorist.co.uk

www. stockflorist.co.uk
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The garden of love
Celebrate summer nuptials in Greenwoods’ new suite

W
Photography courtesy of Studio 1 Photography

edding season is
officially upon us,
and Essex venue,
Greenwoods Hotel &
Spa marked the start
of summer with an
exciting unveiling. May saw the opening of its
new Garden Suite – situated in the grounds
of the elegant manor house – at a glittering
champagne reception hosted by Loose Women
presenter, Andrea McLean.
RING IN THE NEW
Built in a light, bright and contemporary
style, the Garden Suite incorporates part of
the original listed garden wall, forming a
series of stunning glass panelled archways
overlooking the terrace, making it the perfect
location for a summer wedding reception.
The £2 million Garden Suite is part of the
hotel’s ongoing refurbishment and upgrade,
which includes the hotel, spa and all 39
bedrooms. Now completed, the Garden
Suite has its own private entrance, walkway,
bar and outside terrace with views of the
beautiful landscaped gardens. An ideal venue
whatever the season, the new suite holds up
to 220 guests for a seated wedding and 250

for a more informal event. There are even
preferential rates available for guests wanting
to stay.
Greenwoods Hotel & Spa’s Wedding
Coordinator Lauren Simmons says, “We’re
very proud to be able to offer the new Garden
Suite facility to our wedding clients and
guests. It’s the jewel in the crown of a two-year
refurbishment period under the new owner,
Greenwoods Hotel Management.
ENDLESS OPTIONS
The manor house hotel also offers a broad
range of options for smaller more intimate
weddings catering for up to 46 guests in
the Library and Boardroom function suites,
as well as the Garden suite. The Library,
gorgeous Gazebo and Garden Suite are all
licenced for weddings, with packages starting
from £4,750. This price includes room hire,
a fabulous four-course wedding breakfast and
a glass of house champagne for toasting for
46, guests as well as a premier bedroom for
the bride and groom on the wedding night,
including use of the spa facilities.
Greenwoods Hotel & Spa also works with
a number of suppliers to help make your
wedding day extra-special, including Stock
Florist, Essence Music Agency and Reflections
Photo Booths.
DESTINATION TO THE STARS
Over the last three years under new ownership
Greenwoods has been steadily developing
its profile and now offers some of the finest
function and conference facilities in Essex,
and award-winning restaurant Ellis’s has
also become a real go-to venue for foodies.
Greenwoods Spa recently won a national
spa award and has become a firm favourite
with celebrities. All accommodation has
been upgraded, providing some of the finest
boutique accommodation in the county
and London.

booking it
Call 01277 829 214 email
weddings@greenwoodshotel.co.uk or
visit www.greenwoodshotel.co.uk for
more information.
Greenwoodshotel
@GreenwoodsHotel
@greenwoods_hotel
autumn 2017 95
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Sunday 22nd October
11am - 3pm
Free goody bag for
first 30 guests

Wedding Packages include:
- Hire of venue for wedding
service
- Aperitifs on arrival
- Wedding Breakfast
- Red or white wine
- Celebration toast drinks
- Cake stand and cake knife
- Evening buffet
- Hire of venue for evening
celebration
- Designated wedding
coordinator

We offer a number of superb value and tailor made packages to suit the needs of your special day.
Packages start at £1,999*
For more information please contact our wedding coordinator on 01277 632378

* Terms and conditions apply

c
The Perfect Wedding Venue By The Sea..
THORPENESS COUNTRY CLUB

Wedding Open Day

Saturday 30th September & Sunday 1st October 2017
11AM-3PM FREE ENTRY
Arrival drink & goody bag
Come & experience the magic, the twinkling
lights and the vaulted ceilings at this wonderfully
impressive venue at our Wedding Open Day.
Don’t miss the opportunity to talk to one of our
experienced wedding planners to share your
dreams and plans for your big day.

‘Wow your guests with a wedding at this
never to be forgotten... one of a kind venue’
Contact: 07377 446730
Email: carole.ashmore@thorpeness.co.uk

www.thorpenesscountryclub.co.uk
096_AB26.indd 96
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Hutton Hall is a stunning new 5* wedding venue, set in 8 acres of beautifully manicured gardens in
Brentwood. The grounds are partially moated with easy access to the historic village church, which is
adjacent to the venue. Our superb new marquee is situated behind the house overlooking the gardens and
can accommodate 130 guests including the bridal party. The team at Hutton Hall will be delighted to work
with you to ensure that couples have a wonderful day in the most perfect setting imaginable.
Tel: 01277 413553

www.huttonhall.co.uk

This brand new purpose built function suite and wedding venue in Witham, is the latest on the scene, with seating for up to 140 guests.
This delightful suite opens up onto a large patio area overlooking the panoramic golf course.
The superb grounds with lakes and bridges are the perfect backdrop for your photography.
An array of packages are available to suit all requirements, starting from £1,500 and some packages include chair covers and DJ.

 PLEASE CALL KELLY HUNTER ON 01376 510222
 EMAIL KELLY@RIVENHALLOAKSGOLF.COM  WWW.RIVENHALLOAKSGOLF.COM
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Venues

Exclusively
yours
Have a boutique big-day at Old Brook Barn
old brook barn
in a nutshell
 Civil ceremonies
 Venue access a day before
 Exclusive use of the venue and grounds
 Honeymoon Cottage
 Seating for 150 guests

S

et amidst 23 idyllic acres in
the Essex village of Navestock,
the magnificent family-run
boutique venue Old Brook
Barn can be exclusively yours to enjoy
on your wedding day. With a stunning
natural brook, willow trees and meadow
fields, couples couldn’t wish for a more
enchanting rural setting for their big day.

SAYING “I DO”

Both the venue’s barn and fabulous
painted gazebo are licensed for civil
marriages and ceremonies. For smaller,
more intimate ceremonies, up to 100
seated guests can be accommodated in
the old barn, and there is capacity for up
to 100 people in the upstairs Minstrels
Gallery. An outside ceremony in the
Secret Garden will seat up to 150 guests.
The team at Old Brook Barn understand
that every wedding is a one-in-a-lifetime
celebration, not just for the couple, but
for their loved ones too. Sharing these
moments in a romantic setting that’s
entirely theirs for the day will enrich
the special occasion and create
unforgettable memories.
A blank canvas with features inspired
by its original characteristics, the barn
is yours to decorate with your choice of
colour and style. With seating available
for up to 150 guests, Old Brook Barn has
the perfect atmosphere for nuptials.

under the willow trees, in the secret
garden, or the courtyard.
Within the barn itself, there’s a lovely
reception and bar area, together with a
south-facing decked terrace and upstairs
balcony which has breath-taking views
across open fields. From here guests can
watch the horses graze and the sunset on
a beautiful summer’s evening.

FINE DINING

Old Brook Barn allows couples to choose
from the finest caterers in south-east
England. Specialising in creative bespoke
cuisine using only top-quality ingredients
and local produce, wedding parties will
receive the highest standard of food and
service. Its caterers will work with you
to create a personalised menu which will
delight both the couple and their guests
on the special day.

GET SET

As a boutique wedding venue, Old
Brook Barn hosts a limited number of
weddings each year. Couples have access
to the barn from 9am the day before
their wedding to set up, decorate and go
over any final details with the team. This
allows brides and grooms the freedom
to decorate the barn with those personal
details that will make their wedding day
stand out from the rest.

A WARM RECEPTION

The grounds create a stunning backdrop
for photographs. With the natural
brook, decking area, willow trees and
meadow fields, couples couldn’t wish for
a more idyllic setting on their special
day. It’s truly a photographer’s dream
with fabulous opportunities to capture
beautiful shots, both of the bride and
groom, as well as candid reception
moments. Meanwhile, loved ones can
enjoy reception drinks on the lawn area

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call 07747 116 100, email
info@oldbrookbarn.co.uk or visit
www.oldbrookbarn.co.uk
OldBrookBarn
@OldBrookBarn
@oldbrookbarn
autumn 2017 99
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The Wedding Photo Booth Experts
Ofﬁcially the best of British!
WINNERS OF THE BRITISH WEDDING AWARDS 2015 & 2017 ‘SPECIAL TOUCHES’ CATEGORY

 Exclusive stylish white booths
 Memory book & double prints included
 Premium design & personalisation as standard
 British wedding award winners 2015 & 2017
 Nationwide network offering FREE delivery & setup
 Fun props - Brand new for each hire
 Fully inclusive packages - No hidden charges
 Flexible payment terms - Including credit/debit card, direct debit plans & more

07513 156883
Email us! gb11@giggle-booth.co.uk
Facebook - Giggle Booth Essex and Hertfordshire
giggle-booth.co.uk/essex-hertfordshire

101_AB26.indd 101

Essex & Hertfordshire Branch (GB11)
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Oﬀering unique venue dressing services in Essex and
surrounding areas. Including creative chair cover hire &
decoration, stunning table centrepieces, custom starlight
backdrop and deluxe sequin table linen.

10% discount for Absolute Bridal readers.
Quote AB10 when enquiring.

www.elfoccasions.co.uk

T: 07484 801221 | E: emma@elfoccasions.co.uk
elfoccasions
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Venues

To the manor wed

Experience the beauty of the Garden of England with a big day
at Salomons Estate

S

et in beautiful countryside, just a tenminute drive from the town of Royal
Tunbridge Wells, Salomons Estate
personifies the true beauty of Kent. It also
provides one of the best and most affordable
wedding venues in the county, and could be the
perfect setting for your special day.

ON THE SCENE

From the moment you drive down the
stunning driveway running through the estate’s
picturesque grounds, you will be charmed by
the views that could be the perfect backdrop
for your special day. Set in 36 acres of stunning
land, the beautiful manor house retains all
the magic and romance needed to create the
foundations of a truly dreamy wedding.

ALL THE DETAILS

As well as offering the opportunity to have both
your wedding ceremony and reception all in one
place, the team at Salomons Estate prides itself
on delivering a personalised service to the very
highest standards.
Couples benefit from the services of a specially
assigned wedding host, who can also help
recommend florists, hair stylists, toastmasters,
photographers, caterers and jewellers from the
venue’s list of trusted suppliers.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call 01892 515 152, email
reservations@salomons-estate.com or
visit www.salomons-estate.com
salomons.venue
@Salomons_Venue
@salomons_estate

BE OUR GUEST

Salomons Estate offers you a choice of three
fabulous rooms to choose from for your day.
The Gold Room, featuring beautiful décor, is
an elegant space which can seat up to 65 people
for your ceremony. With doors opening on to
the grand terrace which overlooks the grounds,

guests are able to enjoy the breath-taking views
on show. Meanwhile, the Drawing room is a
light and spacious room which seats up to 100
guests, providing plenty of room for your
evening entertainment.
Finally, there is the grand Victorian Theatre
which is perfect for larger weddings, seating up
to 200 people for both ceremony and reception.
This characterful space is home to distinctive
period features such as the finest Welte Organ
in Britain, as well as a large stage space, perfect
for live entertainment. The Theatre is the perfect
place to entertain your guests.

COME DINE WITH US

At Salomons Estate the team carefully selects
fresh produce and outside caterers to ensure
you're provided with the highest quality of food
and drink. The venue's planners understand
how difficult it is to organise a menu for
different people with different tastes, which is
why the catering team offers such a wide range
of choices.

MAKE IT YOURS

Whether you require a winter wedding,
a bespoke wedding or even a last minute
wedding, Salomons Estate has a wedding
package that is perfect to meet your every
need. Its commitment to ensuring the smooth
running of your day will be evident from the
start and the team will exceed your expectations
with their meticulous attention to detail.
For the added convenience of your guests,
there’s also plenty of free parking, as well as onsite accommodation available at special rates for
the bridal party.
spring/summer
AUTUMN 2017 103
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VINTAGE DREAMS
Essex & Suffolk Wedding Cars

Proms Weddings and Special Occasions
A Multi Award Winning Wedding Car Service

Classic Ford Weddings
A great surprise for the groom

Tilly,Milly
Millyand
and
Lilly
can
each
carry
upseven
to seven
people
Lilly
can
each
carry
up to
people

Tilly

Arrive in style with this 1974 MK1 RS2000 Escort.

www.vintagedreams.co.uk
www.colchesterweddingcars.com
www.essexandsuffolkweddingcars.co.uk

With personalized inscribed ribbons, a cheerful uniformed
chauffeur and plenty of time for photographs you will
feel truly special on your wedding day.
The contrasting blue & white colour scheme will make heads
turn as you cruise to your destination.

 Tel: 07917 625160  www.classicfordweddings.com

T: 01376 583373 | M: 07749763154 | E: ian@nixons.uk.com
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Real wedding

How kylie &
james said

“

”

I do

Kylie, 28 and James, 26 opted
for Little Hay Golf Complex for
their big day, as it reflected their
shared love of fitness and gave
them the freedom to tailor the
occasion to their tastes

W

e met at the gym in
January 2013. James
was an instructor,
and I couldn’t help noticing that
he was tall, dark and handsome.
It took a while for his shifts to fall
in line with my visits, but he soon
approached me to suggest becoming
my personal trainer. Naturally, I agreed – despite
the cost! Over time it became apparent that he
fancied me too, especially when he invited me
out for his birthday.
We got engaged at The Grove – where we’d had
our first date – after a year and a half together.
The proposal was meant to happen on the 8th of
August (or 08/08) as eight’s my lucky number,
but James had to delay it by a day as I’d been
offered a job that was meant to start that week.
James proposed in the hotel room after dinner.
We wanted a venue that we could tailor to
what we wanted. This, combined with our
mutual passion for fitness made Little Hay Golf
Complex an ideal choice for our reception. Little

Hay also had flexible options for dining, which
meant we could have an afternoon tea for our
guests, with a hog roast to follow in the evening.
The beautiful grounds and separate dancefloor
were also deciding factors. We could even show
photos and videos from our Cyprus wedding on
the television screen in the reception room.
As we’d already got married in sunny Cyprus,
we decided to go for the opposite in the
UK, with a wintry November wedding. The
navy-blue colour theme – with lots of sparkles –
reflected the seasonal aspect of the celebration.
My bridesmaids were my niece, sister-in-law
and five close friends. My cousin and maidof-honour’s daughter were my flower girls. The
bridesmaids were dressed in full-length navy
gowns, accessorised with white boleros.
There were quite a few special little details,
from the wedding transport to the photo
booth. We had a camper van, as well as a special
vintage car and the bus to take everyone to the
venue after the ceremony. In keeping with our
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winter wedding theme, there were sparklers and a
marshmallow barbecue, which was a lot of fun!
Music was a big part of the day. I walked
down the aisle to A Thousand Years by Christina
Perri, and after our vows we walked out to How
Long Will I Love You by Ellie Goulding. We
chose to play Signed Sealed Delivered I’m Yours
by Stevie Wonder, Tenerife Sea by Ed Sheeran
and Lifehouse’s You and Me while we signed
the register. After the ceremony, a singer who
performed a song written about our relationship,
which was so personal to us that it made us
laugh and cry! We also had a DJ, who played
mostly noughties tracks. Our first dance song was
Kodaline’s The One.
There were a number of stand-out moments
throughout the day. The main thing was
celebrating with our friends and family, but
other highlights included the bus journey from

108

the church to the venue, the live singer, photo
booth laughter, shooting with our photographers
and of course, the speeches. The best man, Jack,
had everyone in stitches and James’ own speech
was so special, from his addresses to his dad and
family and reminiscing on special moments to his
humour and amazing one-liners.
The day was special because everyone we care
about was there. It was all the little extras that
made the day what it was; the bus, the venue, the
camper van, the music, the personalised song and
the photography.
We’d recommend Photography by L&R to
anyone getting married – they were really
friendly and made the day even better.
We’d also advise engaged couples to consider
marrying abroad before having a celebration at
home. It’s less stressful and good weather is
almost guaranteed.

ABSOLUTE BRIDAL
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Real wedding

kylie & James

Little Black Book
Bride’s dress:
The Bridal House in Aston Clinton
www.bridalwearaylesbury.co.uk
Bridesmaid dresses:
Quiz www.quizclothing.co.uk
Hair:
Hair by Helen www.facebook.com/
hairbyhelenhemel
Groom’s suit:
Next www.next.co.uk
Venues and catering:
St John’s Church Little Hay
www.littlehaygolf.co.uk
Venue styling:
Jazz It Up www.facebook.com/jazzitupuk
Wedding cake:
Made by a family friend
Sweet cart:
Candy 2 Share www.candy2share.com
Singer:
Jamie Mathias www.jamiemathiasmusic.com
DJ:
1entertainments www.1entertainments.com
Photobooth:
Photo Barmy www.boothbarmy.co.uk
Wedding cars:
Arnage Executive Hire
www.arnageexecutivehire.co.uk
Camper van:
Silk & Satin www.silkandsatinweddings.co.uk
Wedding bus:
Routemaster Hire www.routemasterhire.com
Photography:
Photography by L&R www.photographybylr.co.uk
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Specialising in vintage & quirky weddings

All of our packages include our top quality personal service that we pride ourselves on.
We are qualified, full time, professional and award winning photographers with over 12 years experience.

T: 01245 600967 / 07808 954 956
E: info@seweddingphotography.co.uk
69 Well Lane, Galleywood, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 8QZ

www.seweddingphotography.co.uk
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Venues

The school of love
Say “I do” at One Warwick Park

O

ne Warwick Park Hotel offers a
completely bespoke approach to every
couple’s wedding. From your first visit
until you check out the morning after the big
day, a memorable and truly special occasion is
promised by the venue’s dedicated wedding team.
THE ULTIMATE BLANK CANVAS
Whether you want your big day to be a large,
lavish affair or simple and intimate, One
Warwick Park can accommodate your needs and
individual style. With the option to hold your
ceremony and reception under one roof – not to
mention provide accommodation for the bridal
party and guests, this is a venue that really can
offer you the whole package.
The iconic old schoolhouse has been transformed
into the perfect canvas for you to pin your ideas
and dreams on. A contemporary, yet characterful
space, it has capacity for up to 200 guests, with
the Function Bar and Terrace providing optional
luxurious drinks reception space. Smaller and
more intimate ceremonies and dining can also be
laid out beautifully within the open-plan space.
ALL OF THE LIGHTS
Just a stone’s throw away from the scenic Pantiles
and beautiful Chapel Place, the hotel is in the
heart of Old Spa town, Tunbridge Wells. There
are plenty of beautiful and scenic landmarks

One Warwick Park
in a nutshell
 Licensed for weddings
 Capacity for up to 180 guests
 39 hotel rooms for overnight
accommodation
 Dedicated wedding host

nearby offering truly stunning photography
scenes, as well as details and feature walls
throughout One Warwick Park Hotel. The latest
addition is the twinkling twilight trees, which
make the most captivating and magical backdrop
– the photo opportunities are simply endless.
HELP IS AT HAND
The creative team of chefs at One Warwick
Park are committed to assist in creating your
bespoke wedding, with a special taster meeting
after booking your venue, to help you conclude
the finer details of your desired dining for
your special day. One Warwick Park prides
itself on being at the forefront of the latest
wedding trends, and as a result of this, holds
close relationships with Tunbridge Well’s most
prestigious bridal suppliers. This means that it
can recommend the best suppliers suited to each
of your individual needs and help you tailor the
perfect wedding experience for you and your

partner. By supporting you in these aspects, it
allows you to sit back and enjoy your wedding
day planning in style.
SETTLE IN
One Warwick Park Hotel has 39 beautiful and
individually styled rooms, including a luxurious
bridal suite, which can be used an exceptional
duplex suite. The duplex suite is also a favourite
for the bridal party to pamper and prepare
themselves prior to the ceremony.
With all aspects from ceremony, reception
and accommodation all under one roof, One
Warwick Park can promise a day of luxury,
comfort and relaxation which will allow you to
continue to entertain your guests throughout
their stay, creating memories which will last a
lifetime. There’s a selection of wedding packages
which can be tailored to your needs to ensure you
have everything you need – and more – for a day
that you will look back on for the rest of your life.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call 01892 520 587, email
info@onewarwickpark.co.uk or visit
www.onewarwickpark.co.uk
onewarwickpark
@onewarwickpark
@onewarwickpark
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Photography
I like to capture a mixture of traditional and
reportage images. I love this image that I shot
back through the doorway as I was waiting for
the bride to come into the church, while her
bridesmaids were doing the final adjustments
of her skirt before sending her down the aisle
to meet her groom.

I was delighted to get to the final of Photographer
of the Year in the 2016 Essex Wedding Awards.
When I became a photographer in 2012, it was
because I wanted to create beautiful images that
capture a moment in time. I love being a visual
storyteller and producing treasured images that
will become family heirlooms.

Photographer Tina Wing shares
her passion for capturing the
romance of a wedding day

Moments
in time
After all the excitement and
formality of the ceremony, I like to
create exclusive bridal portraits
for my couples. I particularly love
the moments of reflection and
tenderness in these two images.

I photograph people celebrating a variety of
different milestones, but weddings are one of
my favourites. It’s so exciting to be part of the
planning, and being with the bride and groom
during their final preparations on the day. From
the build-up of excitement and nerves, to the
coming together of the happy couple at the
ceremony, it’s a privilege to be part of their
special day. I adore this photo of a groom taken
during their vows. Such a happy moment, and
full of love.
Tina Wing Photography offers an extensive range of beautifully designed lay flat albums and wall art
options. For booking enquiries, visit www.tinawingphotography.co.uk
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Phone to book a consultation

Tel: 07927 515996 | Email: info@tinawingphotography.co.uk | Website: tinawingphotography.co.uk
tinawingphotography
@TinaWing1

We are a family owned
business and we all work
together to ensure that we
supply the right booth for
each occasion whether it
is for a family celebration,
wedding, party, prom or a
corporate event.
Our market leading photo
booths really do provide the
WOW factor to every event
whatever the occasion

Call us on: 01206 580136
Email Us: info@photoboothpartyhire.co.uk
Photo Booth Partyhire
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Smileysnap Photography
Professional travel wedding photographer. Prices starts from £400.

T: 07853489578 E: info@smileysnap.co.uk www.smileysnap.co.uk
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Music

Scaling up

Live vocalist Kimberley Hilton shares her story, from singing
into a hairbrush to performing on a cliff in Santorini

When did you realise
you wanted to be
a singer?
I’ve always sung from a very
young age. My mum says I was singing before I even
started talking, so I think it all came very naturally to
me. I was always the first on stage for any audition
or chance to perform at school, and I was always in
my bedroom singing into my hairbrush. It was once
I got to high school that I finally had some private
singing lessons. After having studied Performing Arts
at college, I received sponsorship to train in vocals at
the prestigious Vocal Tech in London. All I wanted to
do was sing, so my Dad treated me to my first PA
kit and I set off gigging in local bars and restaurants.
Over the past 11 years this has expanded to include
weddings, events, festivals and now Europe.
You've won a couple of awards - can you
tell us about them?
When I trained at Vocal Tech London I won
Performer of the Year. The recognition meant a lot
to me, as it felt like my dream of becoming a singer
wasn’t just in my head any more. Amazing people
in the music industry had noticed me and that felt
fantastic. I then went on to do a few competitions
when I moved back to Essex, and won the 195 Factor
in Epping and then came second in the Essex Factor
2010 which was a fantastic experience. Various artists
in the music industry have heard me sing and their
praise has been a great confidence boost throughout
my career.
What’s the best thing about performing
at weddings?
If I’m honest, being asked to perform at someone’s
wedding is one of the best things about being a
wedding singer. The fact that the couple want me to
be part of their special day is the most wonderful
feeling. For example, I was singing in an Essex wine
bar one Easter Sunday, when a couple who heard
me were determined to have me sing at their
wedding. They flew me out to Santorini to sing at the
clifftop ceremony and to entertain the guests in the
evening. It was a magical day and they said it wouldn’t
have been the same without me there.
Music plays such a big part in everyone’s lives, so I
love the fact that the couple have chosen me and
trust me to make that song special for them on their
special day. It means so much to know that whenever
they hear that song in the future they’ll remember

their wedding day and me singing it for them.
How do you and the couple decide
on a playlist?
Every couple’s wedding is completely original and
special to them and their day. I ask them to let
me know of any songs that are special to them
that they would like to be included, as well as the
wedding’s theme and what genre of music they’d
like. I always meet up with the bride and groom
well before the wedding to discuss the playlist and
any special requests that they have. Some just book
me for the evening reception, while others want a
whole-day package – I tailor what they want to their
requirements and their budget.
What are your favourite songs
to perform?
My favourite songs are At Last by Etta James and
Wings by Birdy – they’re very different, but they both
have beautiful lyrics and such fantastic melodies.
Do you add new songs to your
repertoire regularly?
Yes, I think it’s important, as a singer, to keep learning
new songs and new techniques to not only better
myself, but to move with the times and keep in touch
with popular music.
Which songs are most popular for
first dances?
When I first started singing at weddings, everyone
wanted slow love songs as their first dance, but now
it’s really popular to have upbeat first songs and I get
a lot of requests for Motown, or even house music
as a first dance, like Real Love by Clean Bandit. Many
couples ask for two first dance songs – a slow one
that changes into an upbeat dance where all the
guests can join in halfway through. I also often get
asked for a special song for the bride and her father
to dance to.
And the best song to end the night on?
The best songs to end a wedding night on are usually
big jazz numbers such as New York, New York or That’s
Life. Everyone has had a good drink and a dance, so
these songs mean they can close the night in a circle,
singing altogether.
For more details and booking enquiries, visit
www.kimberleyhilton.co.uk
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Richard Patterson
P H OTO G R A P H Y

Lifetime Photographer
Lifetime Products
Lifetime Legacy
I am a social, commercial and event photographer
based in Essex but covering the whole of the UK
and abroad. I would be delighted to help you with
any of your photography needs so please do get in
touch to discuss your requirements.
Tel: 07944446007
Email: richardpattersonphotography@outlook.com
www.richardpattersonphotography.co.uk
richardpattersonphotography.co.uk
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n
Surrey Wedding
PHOTOGRAPHER

n
Surrey based photographer looking to capture your special
moments and turn them into memories you can treasure forever.
I have a candid approach and style, as I believe real memories
come from a snapshot of the moment.
I aim to be unobtrusive in my shoots and create a
relaxed atmosphere for all involved.

www.emmatarnphotography.com
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Entertainment

Through the
looking glass

Magic mirrors, photo booths and sweet carts, oh my!
Spotlight Star Booths can provide whatever you need to
make your wedding day unforgettable
Recommended by five-star venues and top
wedding planners, Spotlight Star Booths is
a photo booth, magic mirror, sweet cart
and sweet corner hire company that aims
to fill your wedding with lots of funny and
heartfelt memories. The team provides all
the tools you need to have an amazing
time and create treasured moments with
your loved ones, whether that’s by taking
some fun, stylish or wacky photos, or by
getting your X Factor on with a sing-along
using the photo booth’s karaoke feature.
You can take photos with hundreds of
different background options, and thanks
to the green screen, you can instantly be
teleported to some incredible places. Grab
a prop and get clicking!
If you don’t want a booth, why not add
some glamour to your evening with
the Magic Mirror, which comes with an
upgraded Hollywood lightbulb frame, an
LED Red Carpet and VIP velvet ropes.
Spotlight Star Booths will even add on a
great choice of props for some extra-fun
snap action.

The Magic Mirror Booth

The latest craze at weddings and events,
The Magic Mirror Booth combines the
appeal of a selfie with the formality of
a full-length shot, taking high quality

photographs using the reflective touchscreen and printing them in less than 10
seconds. Add your own drawings or emojis
using the in-screen paint pad. Photos can
also be uploaded to Facebook and Twitter,
or shared via email. Another bonus of the
Magic Mirror is that it’s quick, as there’s
nothing worse than queueing during
a wedding reception! Get your photo
taken, signed and printed all in less than
30 seconds. As most events spaces are
atmospherically lit, the mirror comes with
an LED dimmable photography light.
It’s capable of taking both singular prints, as
well as multiple shots, which create a threephoto collage. Using the on-screen paint
pad, guests can scribble a custom message
or their name to personalise their photo.
Recently updated, the Magic Mirror Booth
is now capable of green screen prints,
which when used in conjunction with a
green-screen background, will allow you
to select images to replace your current
background scenario.

which you can have set to a slow-changing
colour sequence or in a static colour of
your choice between, magenta, blue, pink,
yellow, green, red, warm white. A chalk
board that you can scribble your names or
a short quote of your choice, or if you wish,
you can have a light box with your names
and wedding date.

Oval Photo Booth

The Oval Photo Booth is one of the
most popular options for couples looking
to hire a photo booth. A sleek, modern
construction can accommodate between
six to eight people at any one time; there
aren’t any seats so
everyone can get in
for the perfect snap.
The camera height is
adjustable for children
and disabled access.

Sweet Corner

From carts to cabinets,
Spotlight Start Booths
caters to your guests’
sweet teeth. The
bespoke rustic sweet
cart option offers
shabby-chic charm at
its finest. Made with
a thatched roof for
added character, it
comes with a vintage
ladder and mini rustic
LOVE Sign. It also has
lighting at the base
120

For information, bookings and
enquiries, call 01992 639 989, email
info@spotlightstarbooths.co.uk or
visit www.spotlightstarbooths.co.uk
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Wedding
selfies

Spotlight Star Booths
Sweet ‘n’ Booth

Get yourself and your guests in the Spotlight!

Photo
Booth

Spotlight Star Booths is a Photo Booth, Magic Mirror, Sweet Cart and Sweet
Corner hire company whose aim is to make your event unforgettable, and
we can do so by providing you all the tools you need to have an amazing
time and the sweetest moments with your loved ones.
We cover London, Hertfordshire, Essex, Kent and surrounding areas.
Visit our website for more information or
please get in touch with us.

Sweet
Cart

01992 639 989

www.spotlightstarbooths.co.uk
info@spotlightstarbooths.co.uk

@spotlightbooths

@spotlightstarbooths

Magic
Mirror

@spotlightstarbooths

10% discount on packages quoting ref SpotlightAUG17*
*Expiry date for booking with discount Aug 2017
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Hen parties
Personalised swizzle sticks £8

Party purchases
Notonthehighstreet.com has come up
with a few fab styling ideas to make
your hen party really pop. Here are a
few of our favourites, available on
the website now:

Cocktail push pops, £10

Pink neon light, £18

Kisses for the
soon-to-be
Mrs print £8.95

12 Marble
balloons, £5.75

Swan song

It’s a girl
thing

Custom slogan veil, £37

Online service Swan Parties is the brainchild
of PR girl, Zeri Burt Skeete who launched
her luxury travel company in May 2017. It
caters for brides and their bridal parties to
travel to luxury destinations and celebrate in
style. Everything from their flights, transfers,
The latest news and releases
accommodation to 5 star resorts and access to
in the world of hen planning
some of the world’s most exclusive bars, restaurants,
beach clubs and spa hotels will be available to book
through the website.
Zeri Burt Skeete says, “I realised there was a huge gap in the
market for luxury hen parties when I was trying to book mine
this year. Strippers, shots and suspenders doesn’t excite me, but
drinking, dining and relaxing in luxury resorts does. I’ve been
lucky enough to travel to some of the world’s most stunning
Calling all bridesmaids! Is the bride a superfan of a
places and I didn’t want my bridal shower celebration to be
specific soap star, sportsman or pop icon? Why not
compromised, so I have booked to go to Cannes and St Tropez
look into ordering a short video message from their
this year! Hens are a thing of the past, the Swans are taking over beloved celebrity? Clips last for approximately 30
– she is elegant, sexy, sassy, loves to travel and be entertained in
to 60 seconds and are sent via email in the form
opulent surroundings.”
of a video link that can be shared and downloaded.
What a great surprise for the hen or stag weekend!
The website showcases eight destinations; Las Vegas, New York,
You’ll be asked to provide for a ‘basic script’ prior to
Dubai, Paris, Milan, Marbella, Barcelona and Cannes where
closing booking, to help the star put together
brides-to-be can book their own bespoke packages including
a message.
their flights, accommodation and add on activities such as
The famous talents you can choose from include:
private yacht hire, helicopter rides, tables in top bars and
stars of WWE, UFC,TNA, NBA, Only Fools and
restaurants to name a few.
Horses, Coronation Street, EastEnders and Game of
Zeri Burt Skeete says, “Swan Parties is a service that will look
Thrones, as well as Kurt Angle, Evander Holyfield,
after every detail of your bridal party celebrations. The travel
Simon Gregson, John Thomson,
industry is highly competitive but we are working with some of
Chesney Hawkes, Christopher Biggins.
the top luxury travel companies in the UK to design packages
Available in all UK and EU destinations.The provider
reserves the right to withdraw the availability of a
that will offer them the most amazing holiday experiences.
celebrity at any time.
It’s a very exciting time and we have some great luxury brand
For details and to book, visit
collaborations in the pipeline.”
www.henheaven.co.uk
For more details, visit the website www.swanparties.com

Fan films

122

Sing stars

Want a fun alternative to hen-night
karaoke? Why not embrace the
latest trend – and hit TV show Meet your professionally trained
dance teacher and learn the preprepared dance routines and lyrics
to your two chosen songs. After
splitting into two separate teams to
practice your own songs to the best
of your ability, the lip sync battle
will commence!
With toy microphones in hand,
your two groups will take it in
turns to perform your songs and
the battle will end when the teacher
chooses a winning team!
Ask your teacher to film you on
your own phone or camera for the
memories to last!
Participating cities are Brighton,
Manchester, Dublin, Bristol,
Birmingham, Bournemouth,
Edinburgh, Leeds, Liverpool,
London, Newcastle, Nottingham.
For details and to book, visit
www.henheaven.co.uk
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Essex Wedding Awards

It’s time to enter

The Essex Wedding Awards!

T

he Essex Wedding Awards 2017 are now open for
entries and we're delighted to announce two brand new
categories for 2017 – Wedding Finishing Touches and
Photobooth Company of the Year. These two new categories
reflect the ever-evolving wedding market, and their addition
will help make it even easier for brides and grooms to find their
perfect Essex supplier.
As with every year, the criteria for some categories will have been
modified, so if you are an Essex-based wedding professional,
please do check out our website today for full entry details
including categories, criteria and deadlines and get writing now!
www.essexweddingawards.co.uk
Over the last 12 months we've received record levels of fantastic
feedback from Essex couples, who've found their perfect wedding
supplier through the promotional channels of The Essex
Wedding Awards, and so a big thank you to all those marvellous
companies that are brilliantly assisting our county’s brides
and grooms.
For your chance to join our elite list of fantastic finalists and an
opportunity to become a winner and be part of our 12-month
promotional marketing campaign, make sure that you send us
your entry before 9th October 2017! Please do contact a member
of the EWA team if you'd like further information or help

with the entry process on 01622 474011.
For 2017, we're also continuing with our search for Essex’s Most
Romantic couple – a free-to-enter competition that could win
you a romantic break for two – full details are on our website so
don’t delay! We're also delighted to again have our very popular
Bride’s Choice Award, which is a single award given to the most
popular Essex-based company offering excellent customer service
- as chosen by the couples of this county. Please check out our
website for details about how you can place your vote! Every
month we promote our finalists and winners via our Facebook
and social media channels, so remember to keep looking until
you find your perfect supplier and please do mention that you
found them via the Essex Wedding Awards.
The Essex Wedding Awards 2017 black tie gala evening
will again be staged at Orsett Hall Hotel on Thursday 23rd
November 2017 and we're proud to be sponsored by leading
Essex businesses including Orsett Hall Hotel and Spa and
Greenwoods Hotel & Spa. Our wonderful supporters include
Essex County Council, Southend on Sea
Borough Council and Thurrock Council and
we're proud to again have the sole Media
Partnership of Main Event Wedding Shows
Ltd, publisher of Absolute Bridal.
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Personal. Unique. Exceptional.

a

Start your marriage with a meal aS unique aS you are.
available for both wedding breakfaStS and evening receptionS.

ContaCt us for more information
www.Carpediempizzas.Com | info@Carpediempizzas.Com | @Carpediempizzasltd
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Chocolate ﬁlled luxury table favour gifts to
enhance your special day

The Fizzical co are proud to
present to you our newly converted
Prosecco Van! The van is a 3
wheeled Piaggio Ape, imported
from Italy and converted into a
mobile Prosecco bar.

The Fizzical Co comes
equipped with two draft
pumps meaning we can
also provide rose frizzante, lager, beer
& cider if you would prefer alternatives
alongside prosecco. Ideal for both indoor
& outdoor use. At just over 4feet wide our
compact van will fit in most places.

Tel: 0845 9000 543
www.thechocolatefavourbox.co.uk
info@thechocolatefavourbox.co.uk
TheChocolateFavourBox
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We are available to hire for weddinGs, Garden parTies,
FesTivals, corporaTe evenTs, the list is endless...
GeT in Touch Today To add sparkle To your evenT.

www.TheFizzical.co.uk
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Catering

First-class fare
Premier Crew’s Naomi Pitt Roche talks about informal wedding breakfasts, the rise of the
foodie couples and this year’s hottest dining trends

What is the most popular option Premier
Crew offers at the moment?
This is a really interesting question, because
it does vary so much from venue to venue
– each one tends to have its speciality.
However, one dining style that’s become
very popular recently is churrasco, which is
a Brazilian-style barbecue with swords. We
offer this – although with skewers instead of
swords, obviously – but style it for a wedding
breakfast. I can tell you, the equipment is very
heavy! Couples just love going for anything
that’s unexpected for their catering at the
moment. The phrase we hear the most often
is “I’d love this because I’ve never seen this at
a wedding before.”
What dining options do you offer for a
laid-back wedding?
Premier Crew has a Twilight package which
is laid-back, informal and quite affordable. It
works well for an al fresco wedding breakfast
– you could opt for a barbecue, Thai green
curry or perhaps paella, which is very popular
with our clients. Setting the lights, tables and
cooking equipment up outside creates a
lovely, cosy atmosphere too, especially after
late afternoon nuptials. Eschew the seating
plan so that everyone can just grab a seat of
their choice. There’s also a miniature desserts
buffet – favourites include cheesecake,

tiramisu, panna cotta and profiteroles –
to finish.
What is the most affordable option for
couples on a budget?
Well, the Twilight package as I just mentioned
is great value, but we offer many affordable
options that cover differing tastes; if it’s a sitdown meal, it doesn’t have to be fillet steak
or lobster, it can be bangers and mash! What
I will say is that hog roasts and barbecues
are cost-effective and tasty ways of feeding a
large number of guests.
What drinks services do you offer cocktails, bubbly etc?
Again, like our food, we can offer our guests
whatever they want within reason – Premier
Crew’s service is totally bespoke. Premier
Crew isn’t limited to one supplier, so we can
cater to the customer.
We can make suggestions, of course. For
example, if you’re having tapas or paella, we’d
recommend cava, sangria or rioja. We can also
offer a prosecco bar, or a beer bar – we have
connections with local craft breweries.
We can offer tailored cocktails too, so we
can design a cocktail or you can share your
cocktail menu with us. We recently recreated
a raspberry mojito-style drink that a bride-tobe remembered from a holiday.

What are the new trends in wedding
catering that Premier Crew caters to?
Premier Crew’s always on the look-out for
something new. At the moment, the big thing
is – primarily – wood-fired foods such as
pizza and steak. Sharing foods served as a
starter or main, are also really popular. Lamb
seems to be very on-trend this year and
taking the place of chicken. Good old British
classics like fish and chips, sausage and mash
and traditional pie and mash are still enjoying
their time in the spotlight.
What makes Premier Crew different
from other wedding caterers?
Our services are very different from other
caterers, as everything Premier Crew offers
is bespoke – no two weddings I’ve worked
on have been anything like each other. It’s
also more than a wedding caterer; we also
coordinate the event, so we’re looking after
the logistics and structure of the whole day.
The quality of both the food and our waiting
staff – which is almost wholly internal – is
also exceptional.
To make enquiries with Premier
Crew, call 01371 875 892 or visit
www.premcrew.co.uk
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Bitesize bulletin
Catering news, updates and launches

Continental nibbles
Born in Poland in the early 1980s, Joanna Gyenes recently decided to
launch her own catering business Petis Canapés in Kent. Cementing her
love, Joanna previously worked as a kitchen assistant at Canapeum in
West London where she watched, listened, learned and tried to master
the craft of creative catering.
Joanna decided to take the next leap into setting up her own company
whilst organising her wedding at the same time, which as you can guess
had the bite-size morsels on the menu!
The direct feedback from friends and family was so overwhelmingly
good that Joanne knew this was her calling – unsurprisingly, her fivespice duck breast and pulled pork canapés are set to be a huge hit at
weddings this summer.
For more information, visit www.petiscanapes.com

A pizza
the action
Baz & Fred are childhood friends who
grew up together in the Cotswolds,
which is also where Baz & Fred HQ
is based. Their passion for pizza
started off as a hobby, but as their
fierce following grew, they moved on
to mobile catering for weddings in 2012
and private hire – which now makes up a
huge portion of their business. Their mouthwatering pizzas are regular fixtures at various
festivals and weddings across the country.

With their pop-up
gazebo kitchen
and seriously
mobile oven only
requiring a onehour set-up time,
the pair can pitch
up easily wherever
you host your big
day. The minimum
charge per booking
is £740 (80 pizzas
at £8, plus £100
setting-up fee).
Not only are
they young
entrepreneurs they
also cook their
Roman-style stone
baked pizzas in the revolutionary ‘Chadwick Oven', designed by
Dan Chadwick, who handily happens to be Baz's godfather.
For enquiries and bookings, visit www.bazandfred.com

Oil always love you
The Kalamata Premium Organic Extra
Virgin Olive Oil gift set makes the perfect
present for brides- and grooms-to-be who
have a love for all things food. The oil is a
unique gift, whether they’re always looking
for the next best ingredient or simply enjoy all
the pleasures of eating.
Kalamata Premium Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil
has a robust flavour, combining the scent of fresh grass,
balancing a sweet and sour taste with reassuring fruity
undertones. It can be enjoyed on its own with bread and
a little balsamic vinegar for a refreshing aperitif, or as part
of a delicious and healthy salad dressing. The high quality
and low acidity of the oil also means it can be used as a
cooking oil and has a higher smoking point than most
extra virgin olive oils.
The oil is available to buy in two variants; as
an individual 500ml bottle, priced £25, or in a wooden
presentation box, priced £40, making it ideal for gifting.
The stunning wine-style bottle design lends itself to
being on display and would sit well in any discerning
food lover’s kitchen. They’re both available to buy at
www.kalamatapremiumoliveoil.com
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Trio of vinos

Despite the current craft beer craze, English wine’s
popularity is on the rise. Based in South Downs National
Park, Stopham Vineyard has three whites that are perfect
accompaniments to wedding breakfast barbecues:
Ideal for a hot day, the Pinot Blanc is full of fresh acidity and
tropical flavours of melon, grapefruit, citrus and pear. Why go
to France for a Sancerre when you can sip a cold glass of this
closer to home? It’s particularly great with prawns or tuna
steak fresh off the grill.
With flavours and aromas of apricot and peach, Pinot Gris is
heavier, richer white wine, often popular with winter dishes,
such as roast meats. However, these characteristics are what
makes this wine pack a punch with a pork sausage chargrilled
to perfection.
Exclusively available from Stopham Vineyard’s winery in the
South Downs National Park, the Bacchus smells like a country garden,
with notes of rose petal. With citrus and floral flavours, it’s delicious
enjoyed with fresh green salads or grilled asparagus.
All three bottles are priced £14.95, and are available at
www.stophamvineyard.co.uk
autumn 2017 128
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01371 875892
info@premcrew.co.uk
www.premcrew.co.uk
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• HOG ROAST • SPIT ROASTS
• BARBECUE • PAELLA

OUTDOOR CATERING EXPERIENCES

Premier Crew Hospitality Ltd are more than just a caterer. We help our
customers plan and organise everything from booking entertainment,
photographers, cakes and other suppliers. Our experienced and friendly event
managers will guide you through the process from start to finish. The skilled
chefs, discreet front of house and experienced bar staff will look after every
detail on the day, so you can relax in the knowledge you are in safe hands.

EVENT PLANNING AND COORDINATION

EVENT MANAGEMENT • CATERING
• MOBILE BARS• WEDDING CONSULTANCY
• ALL INCLUSIVE PACKAGES • BESPOKE SERVICES

01371 875892 / 01279 757512
info@dukeskitchen.co.uk
www.dukeskitchen.co.uk
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Strike a
chord
Singer and guitarist Daren Francis
speaks to us about Ed Sheeran,
first-dance songs and his everexpanding wedding playlist

How did your career start and how did
you get into performing at weddings?
I've been playing guitar for nearly 30 years now,
since I was about 12, and have been in bands
and duos for most of that time, mostly playing
original songs. I'd always sung backing vocals
though, as I'd never had the confidence to want
to be the lead vocalist before. When my last
band split up, encouraged by my partner who
had always said she liked my voice, I decided
to give a local open-mic night a go. I was so
nervous performing on my own the first time,
but the feedback was very positive and soon
I was getting bookings for pub gigs. It was
through one of these that a couple asked me to
play my first wedding and it's just continued
from there.

Which music artists inspire you?
I'm a real music lover, so genuinely enjoy
listening to and playing a wide range of
songs. One current artist I really admire is Ed
Sheeran, who has got where he is through sheer
hard work and self-belief - he was gigging
pretty much every night for a couple of years
before he got his break, so he's far from some
manufactured pop star. I first saw him perform
years ago when he won a Next Big Thing
competition in Norwich and his talent stood
out a mile even then.

What is the best thing about performing
at weddings?
130

It's just great to be part of a couple's big day it's a real privilege and it's lovely to be involved
in such a happy occasion. Also, everyone’s in
good spirits, so that makes for a fun crowd to
play to.

How do you and the couple decide on
a playlist - do you have set or tailored
wedding packages?
Again, it varies. I've got a wide repertoire of
songs from the ’50s through to contemporary
hits, which are listed on my website. Some
couples specify certain songs they want or don't
want me to play, others suggest certain genres
they like, while others are quite happy for me to
choose a selection.
I do three main packages – the wedding
ceremony, where I perform during the service
itself, for £150; the drinks reception, where I
play two 45 minute sets of ballads while guests
enjoy their champagne and canapes, which
is £250; or the evening reception, which is
three more lively 45 sets for £350. I'm flexible
though and more than happy to discuss
couples’ requirements if they don't fit neatly
into these categories.

What's your favourite song to perform at
a wedding, and why?
I wouldn't say there’s a clear favourite.
However, I always enjoy playing a first-dance
song, as you know it’s a moment that the
couple will remember forever and it’s lovely to

be part of that.

Do you add new songs to your wedding
repertoire regularly?
Yes, I aim to learn a new song or two every
week, and for these to be a mix of current hits
and classics. I currently have close to 200
songs in my repertoire, but this is growing all
the time.

Which songs are most popular with
couples for first dances?
Everyone has their own tastes, so it’s rare you
get the same choice. Some couples go for
something contemporary like Thinking Out
Loud by Ed Sheeran, while others will go for
something more classic like Wonderful Tonight
or My Girl. It all depends on the age of the
couple and their personal preferences.

What's the best song to end the
night on?
Anything that gets everyone singing along
together after they've had a few drinks!
Champagne Supernova by Oasis or Hey Jude by
the Beatles work well, but, as a solo performer
without backing tracks, I can easily adapt my
set during the night depending on what songs
seem to be working well, to make sure the
evening ends on a high.

For more details and booking enquiries,
visit www.darenfrancismusic.co.uk
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